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APPENDIX A
RELATIVE POSITIONS OF COMET, EARTH AND SUN
I. BIPOLAR COORDINATES
A "bipolar" plot of the comet's trajectory with respect to earth and
sun is a useful device in the graphical analysis of viewing conditions an(]
other related tasks. Figure A-i explains the projection method by which
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Figure A-I. Construction of Bipolar Comet Trajectory
this relative trajectory is obtained from the comet's heliocentric tra-
jectory. For convenience of explanation we have taken the earth's
reference position exactly opposite the comet's perihelion, although this
is not a requirement, and we consider only the projection into the eclip-
tic plane. Out-of-plane coordinates can be taken into account without
difficulty if desired.
Figure A-2 shows the resulting bipolar trajectory plot of Encke,
in the ecliptic plane, for an extended time period on both sides of the
perihelion passage, with time markers shown along the plot. This bipolar
trajectory is the same regardless of the year of apparition, except that
O for the different years earth is moved to the heliocentric positions that
correspond to the dates of the comet's perihelion passage.
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Figure A-Z. Encke Relative Trajectory Projected into Ecliptic Plane
(Bipolar Coordinate s)
Thus the 1 AU circle in this graph becomes the locus of discrete
earth reference positions as illustrated for the 1974, i977, 1980 and 1984
passages of Encke. These positions are separated by Ill. 5 degrees in
accordance with the 3.31-year period of Encke's orbit. Similar relative
positions occur every third apparition.
Z. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS
This graphical presentation has many useful applications in comet
mission analysis. It can be used, for example, to show the change in
viewing geometry from earth to comet and vice versa. In Appendix B
it is used to illustrate and explain the differences in the observability of
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Encke in many of its past apparitions. The plot also permits direct
graphical determination of communication ranges, earth-probe-sun angles,
and probe viewing angles from DSIF stations during the post-rendezvous
phase when the probe's position coincides with the comet's. Special
events can be readily identified such as communications blackout that
occurs at syzygy. A plot of circles of constant range and constant view
angles (see Figure A-B) can be used as a transparent overlay to facilitate
graphical analysis of the relative viewing geometry from earth or
spacecraft.
With regard to the coming apparitions of Encke in 1974, 1977, 1980
and 1984 the following characteristics in viewing conditions from earth
can be directly ascertained by inspection of Figure A-2.
1) During the 1977 apparition the comet will be acquired late,
and viewing during the perih_ lion passage is poor.
2) 1980 is favorable for early acquisition. A spacecraft
arriving 40 to 50 days before perihelion has a minimum
_ communication range at that time. Communicationsblacko t ca not occur in t is mission year.
3) i984 is favorable for early recovery and provides good
communication conditions throughout the rendezvous and
stationkeeping phase. However, there will be a com-
munication blackout for several days as the comet and
spacecraft pass in front of the sun.
4) Conditions for comet tail observation from earth are best
in earth positions such as 1980 and 1984. Positions such
as 1977 practically rule out tail observation. This illus-
trates in part the conclusion on tail observability stated
before.
5) The 1974 apparition offers a unique opportunity for ex-
tended observation of Encke after the perihelion passage
because of the strategic rehtive positio_ of earth: e g.,during the 60-day period between P + 15 and 1_ + 75 d
the earth-cornet distance is less than 0.5 AU. With
viewing conditions quite similar to those during the
anticipated 1984 rendezvous mission, the 1974 apparation
is of particular interest from a program preparation
standpoint with respect to comet recovery timing_ loss
of observability from earth, etc.
(!' Figure A-4 illustratesspecific relativegeometry aspects of the 1984
mission opportunity. In additionto time marks, the plot shows the varia-
tion of the earth-probe (comet)-sun angle, and ranges centered on earth.
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Figure A-4. Earth-Comet-Sun Positions for 1984 Mission
During the time interval from P - 9 days to P + 30 days the earth is in the
rear hemisphere as seen from the sun-oriented spacecraft. At these
times the position of the high-gain antenna must be reversed. Conjunc-
tion occurs not long after the descending node passage. At conjunction
the comet and spacecraft reach about 7°S heliocentric latitude. As seen
C_ from earth they appear in a position of about 3.5 degrees below the eclip-
tic plane. Therefore the possibility of a one- to two-day communications '
blackout caused by solar radio noise must be anticipated.
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3. DETERMINATION OF APPARENT COMET MAGNITUDE J
Since the bipolar plot directly displays the relative distances from
earth (&) and sun (r) as functions of comet position and time from peri-
helion it permits convenient determination of apparent magnitudes as
observed from earth. Using the equation
am = m - m ° = Z.5 log A2 r2n
with n = Z
contours of constant magnitude increments Lm can be obtained in terms
of the coordinates of the bipolar plot. Figure A.-5 shows these magnitude
contours for &m values from +7 to -4. This graph can be used as a
transparent overlay with the extended bipolar plot of the same scale
(Figure A-6) to determine the apparent magnitude variation of the comet
Am
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Figure A-5. Contours of Constant Magnitnde
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Figure A-6. Extended Bipolar Plot of Encke
along the trajectory for any year of apparition. The earth-sun baseline
of Figure A-5 must be lined up with the specific earth Iocatiun of the year
in question.
This technique was used to obtain a contour of magnitude 17.5
(using Am = 5 and the comet reference magnitude m o = JZ. _) which is
shown in Figure A-7 superimposed on the extended bipolar plot, for
_,_.) conditions averaging the i974 and 1994 apparitions. Thi_ gives • con-
servative estimate of the time of comet recovery. (Actually, under
favorable conditions, the comet can be recovered at magnitude 18 to 19).
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Figure A-7. Comet Magnitude Vari,,tions for 2974 and 1984 Apparitions
This occurs about 175 daye before perihelion. Other m-values are
marked aiong the inbound trajectory, e.g., m = 17 at P - 137 d, m : 16
at 1_ - 9Z d, m = 14 at P - 48 d, etc. We note that 1974 and 1984 are
years favoring early recovery since the earth relative lcca_ions are
opposite incoming comet positions at 180 and ZOO days b_iore peri-
helion, respectively. If earth were in opposite tocation (least favor-
able for early recovery) the comet would reach magnitude 17.5 much
later, about 115 days before perihelion.
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_) APPENDIX B
A GRAPHIC HISTORY OF VIEWING CONDITIONS FOR P/ENCKE
The capability of ear_h-based telescopes to recover Encke on a
given pass has depended heavily, though not exclusively, on the moving
geometric arrangement of earth, sun, and comet during that pass. Not
all configurations are equally favorable to recovery or sustained observa-
tion. Since Encke's perihelion is inside the earth's, the comet's periodic
location in the daylight and its alignment with the sun constitute one
important factor adversely affecting its visibility. The diminished bright-
ness of Encke and its southern locus after perihelion are additional factors.
A :_ ideal rendezvous mission would occur when observations of Encke from
earth are likely to be extensive.
The 3.3-year period of Encke determines that particular sun-earth-
comet relationships should be repeated approximately every ten years.
Reproduction of the pattern every decade is not perfect, however, so that
; passes separated even by 20-year intervals present sets of viewing angles
signi_ica_ntlydifferent from each other. Comparison of earlier viewing
conditio, s is facilitated by use of the bipolar form of Encke's orbit de-
scribed in Appendix A. Figure B-i displays the bipolar version of
Encke's orbit, together with the earth's perigee position, for all 20 ap-
paritions from 1885 to 1951, inclusive. The solid segments of the orbital
traces represent the portion or portions of the comet's orbit over which
itwas observable, not necessarily continuously observed, on each pass
(taken from Vsekhsvyatskii's data, Appendix J).
The patterns of observability divide themselves naturally into three
groups, designa:ed in the figure by letters A, B, and C. In the apparitions
of Group A, the co_net was recovered both before and after perihelion; in
those of Group B, recovery occurred only after perihelion; in those of
Group C, only before perihelion. Two apparitions are unlettered, since
they seem to belong decisively to none of the three categories, i.e., when
the perigee locations of the earth are examined (see below). The brief
observation in 1941 may be attributable in part to wartime conditions. ,_
Indeed, there was no recovery at all in 1944. The perigee location of
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_. of earth for the t941 apparition should have put it in Group A, especially
since 194! was a year of moderate solar activity and the comet's visi-
bility would be expected to have been better than average.
In general, whenever acquired inbound, Encke is recovered by
the time it reaches ! AU, some 50 days or so before perihelion, which is
about the time the planned 1984 rendezvous would begin. The patterns of
Figure B-I, however, point to Group A as providing the best viewing
situations experienced in observing the comet. The geometry associated
with this group has permitted, as a rule, the most favorable combina-
tions of early recovery, long observation, visibility close to perihelion,
and rerecovery after perihelion of all analogous cases. Perihelion times
of this group were all between 19 February and Z4 IVlarch. Perihelia o_
Encke in late winter or early spring therefore define those passes most
favorable to long-term coordinated earth-based and on-site mea_3urements,
and the 1984 perihelion of Z7 March corresponds to just such a pass.
The history of viewing conditions reviewed here covers a century
of observation by equipment and with techniques which might be regarded
O today as obsolete. Although it is recognized that the best available
modern facilities would be devoted to Encke during a rendezvous mission,
it must be assumed that significant dependence on visual observation,
especially by amateurs, will play a role in such a mission, particularly
for monitoring of temporal variations. The historic record of viewin 8
conditions is therefore quite relevant.
O
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APPENDIX C
DETECTION OF ENCOUNTERS WITH
TAURID METEOR STREAMS
This Appendix presents an analysis of the rate of expected meteoroid
encounters, attributable to Taurid meteor streams, during the transfer of
the spacer -aft to its rendezvous with comet Encke. Since the Taurids are
assumed tG have originated from Encke there is considerable interest in
obtaining fl4x and composition data of these meteoroids, particularly of
those streams that are not crossing the earth orbit an6 have thus re-
mained unobserved. This analysis refers to the cruise phase mission ob-
jectives discussed in Section 6 of Volume I.
I. DI/CUSSION
There are several effects which make it very difficult to predict
the probability of a spacecraft encountering a given meteoroid stream
and recogniz'_ng, through meteoroid detectors, that the encounter has
_ occurred. A variety of numbers enter into the calculations and most of
these numbers are uncertain. Some of the principal questions involved
are listed _•.c.c, and consequcnces of different assumptions are
discussed.
Considering the Taurid meteor streams in particular, a short list
of questions reads like:
I) What is the total mass in the Taurid streams ? This requires
assumptions as to the original mass and present age of comet Encke and
the percentage of emitted mass that is particulate matter as compared to
gaseous matter.
Z) How rr_an), 'fa:,_id streams are there and what is the mass in
each stream ? Since s_v_r_l (at least seven) separate streams are identi-
fied as strlking the earth there may weU be more (100 ?). In this case
the total mass ejected by the comet will be distributed in some fashion
among them. The line of apsides of the comet appears to have moved
with time, giving rise to the many streams. A major question is why
_/ this should occur, If the movement is gradual, a small angular displace- _
ment of the line of apsides with each revolution, one would expect the '_
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.! cometary debris to be smeared out over a large volume of space, rather "*
than as discrete streams. If the movement of the line of apsldes is in ""
_ jumps, say because of perturbations received in the asteroid belt after
' several revolutionsj the debris could be left in more or less distinct
streams, but how many is impossible to say.
3) What is the diameter of a meteor stream ? The earth moves
,_ along its orbit about 2.5 × I06 kin/day so a four-day meteor shower
q' would indicate a chord length (or minimum diameter) of 107 kin. The
: Taurids actually last for several weeks but they are classified as several
showers of a few days duration each.#
/i A subsidiary problem is the distribution of the matter in the stream
i along the orbit. Due to various perturbations the ultimate distribution
•| will probably be uniform around the orbit, but this process is throught to
i take hundreds of years. Streams that are much younger than this might
I more properly be called swarms since most of the material will be dis-
iill tributed along a short length (I/10 ?) of the orbit. In this case, merely
, crossing the orbit will not guarantee detection of a significant number of -,
meteoroids.
_ii_ Another possible complication concerns the observation that in
"|- some streams there appears to be a "fine structure. I! The total stream
/:| diameter may be 107 or more kin, but within the stream particles are
_':_ bunched into filaments of much smaller diameters. The activity of the
_!!!! Giacobinids (Reference I) is strongly suggestive of this type of structure.
•_ Because the activity of the Taurid streams is low, any such fine structure
{ would not appear to earth-based observations but could be significant to
a spacecraft attempting to detect the stream.
4) What is the size distribution of the mass in the stream ? The
_ number distribution of interplanetary particles is presumed to vary
! systematically with mass, smaller particles always predominating.
Whipple's famous curve (Reference 2) has the cumulative number of
particles varying as mass to the (-1.34) power. A better curve which
considers more data is the NASA meteoroid environmental model
(NASA 1969). It follows the Whipple curve down to a particle mass of
about 5 x I0 "6 gm and then has the cumulative number varying as mass to
Co2
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_ the (-0.5) power. This curve predicts considerably fewer smut1 particles
_ than would the extension of the Whipple curve. It is this NASA curve
which we assume predicts accurately the background against which the
meteor stream must be detected.
The particulate matter emitted by a comet is almost bound to have
a different size distribution but it is unknown. MiUman (Reference 3)
analyzes the earth-based data on seven meteor showers (Leonids,
: Ouadrantids, Geminids, Perseids, Aquarids, Lyrids, Orionids)and
k'
concludes the N versus m slope is less steep than the -I. 34 used by
Whipple. Whipple's curve comes from nonshower or "background"
meteors. The absolute number of particles in the showers is such that
-: they produce more large meteors (say about 10 -2 gin) than background
but because of the lower slope produce less small meteors (below about
_: 10 -4 gin) than background. He concludes "...the strong annual meteor
showers seem to have little effect on the background particle flux for
masses less than 10 -(> gin."
While these observations do not apply directly to the Taurid streams,
_ other observations indicate the Taurids are probably similar. Wetherill
states that the absence of continuum radiation from the coma of Encke
z indicates that not mor_ than about 10 percent of the ejected purticul&te
.: m&tter can be in the form of small (a few millimeters or less) particles.
Several authors (Whipple, Hawkins) observe that the Taurid showers
appear to have more than a normal percentage of bright meteors (about
I grn) and fireballs (several kilograms and up).
5) How has the distribution of particles in the stream changed due
to various perturbing effects - Poynting-Robertson, radiation pressure,
orbit perturbations from asteroids and Jupiter ? The Poynting-Robertson
effect causes a tangential retarding force on any partic ' _ in orbit and in
time will cause the particle to spiral into the sun. The time required is
_ proportional to the particle radius and density. On the other hand, the
radiation pressure force is directly opposite to the gravitational force
and the ratio of radiation force to gravitational force varies inversely as
_ the particle radius and density and is independent of the distance from
_ the sun. When this ratio, _, is greater than one, the particle will move
out of the solar system. When _ is less than unity, the particle sees a
C-3
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smaller effective gravitational force. The critical value of _ is less
than unity for a particle originally in an elliptical orbit, as the orbit will .J
be changed to hyperbolic. The exact value depends on the eccentricity of
the original orbit (see Figure C-i).
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Figure C-I. Radiation Pressure Limit for Several Streams
and Comets as a function of Particle Densities
and Eccentricities
Figure C-2 is a plot of the Poynting-Robertson effect as a function
of particle mass with some radiation pressure limits indicated. The 9
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radiation pressure limit is gm for particles',_originallyin an orbit J
of eccentricityabout 0.83. At this mass the Poynting-Robertson time is
about 5000 years. While the age of Encke is not known, 5000 years is
an upper limit. On this basis then the Poynting-Robertson effectshould
not ini'luence(very much) particles from comet Encke_ Those with a
mass somewhat less than 10-9 gm will move into a hyperbolic orbit and
cannot be older than about a year. Those with a mass somewhat greater
than 10-9 gm willhave Poynting-Robertson times around I0,000 years or
more and should not have spiraled very far towards the sun, with the
possible exception of the very oldest particles.
Other perturbations will by this time have dispersed the material
in the older streams more or less uniformly around the orbit. The time
scale for thisprocess is probably a couple of hundred years. There
also appears to have been a westerly movement of the line ofapsides of
comet Encke, so that ifthe meteor streams are crossed from the east,
the older ones willbe encountered first. Provided useful information
can be obtained in the stream crossings, itwill be neatly separated as
to age. "_
2. CALCULATIONS
The assumptions necessary to calculate the expected encounter
rate in a Taurid stream are listedbelow.
15
I. The totalemitted mass of particulate matter is 5 x 10 gin,
midway between Wetheri11's estimates of 1O16 and 2 X 1015 gin. This
may be conservative.
2. We consider two cases, one large stream, of about 4 x 307 km
diameter and ten smaller streams, of about 4 x i06 km diameter. The
length of the streams is equal to the orbit of Encke. These numbers #
define the volume within which the totalejected particulatematter is
spread. Note that as far as number density is concerned, one large
stream of 4 x 107 km diameter is exactly equivalent to 100 smaller
streams, each with one percent of the totalmatter, and diameter
4 X 10 6 kin. Other assumptions about stream diameter and/or number
#
will affect the results in an obvious way. v_ .I
"_Assuming p = i as the particle density
e
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O 3. Two size distributions of particles _re assumed, in both the
cumulative number N varies as
N = k/m 0t
where k is a constant related to the total mar_, m is the mas,q of a
particle and Ot is the slope of the cumulative nu_:'_ber-mass line. Calcu-
lations are made for two values of Ot, _ = I _.,_ Ot = 3,7. The case Ot -- 1
is a long-standing assumption while a = 0.7 i-:, , !c,_er to the observations
of Millman on meteor streams. The constant _, calculated from the
relationship
B
Total mass = 5 X 1015 gm -- _ m dN
"A
The lower limit of mass is taken as 10 -8 gin, _ince the radiation pres-
sure limit for Taurids appears to be about 10 .-rn. The upper li_-c_it
of mass is taken as 103 gin. In the case of c, -- 1 _his upper limit is
unimportant, by the nature of the curve. Vat)' "_g t;;e upper limit from1 gm to 106 gm changes the cumulative numb_:r ;" any" mass by less than
a factor of two. In the case of Ot= 0.7 the up; _r lhnit is more important.
Integrating to 106 gm instead of 103 gm le'vers _he number of particles
at a given mass by about a factor of 10. Consequently, an upper limit of
103 is used in both cases.
14 14
k(ot = I) = 2.0 x I0 k(ot = 0.7) = 2.7 x I0
The circumference of Encke is 11.1 AU = 1.67 × tO9 kin. The total
volume in the case of one stream of 4 × 107 km diameter is 2.1 × 1033 3m .
The number of 10 -8 gm particles is
(a = 1) 2.0 × 1014/10 -8 = 2 × 1022'
(ot = 0.7) 2.7 X 1014/10"5"6 = 1 × 1020
The number density of particles in the two cases is
C_ ((x= I) n =20 x I022/2. I x I033 = 9.5 x 10"IZ (m'3)
(ot = O.7)n = i x ioZO/2.1 x iO33 = 4.8 X iO "14 (m "3)
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The impact rate _ per n_ is the number density t':t_es the relative
velocity, assumed to _e 30 krn/sec. Thuo
(C_ = l) f = 2.85 X _0 "7 log N = -6. '_4 (impac_/mZ-se¢)
,?
((Z = 0.7)£ = t.44 X 10 "9 log N = -8. _:._ (impact_/m_-sec)
The c&se o_ _he a_me amount of _a_erial in ten _treams each of
4 X tO 6 km d;ameter will yield an impact rate in any given st,ream which
is t0 times higher than the numbers above. T_r¢_ore, :hese cur_,es
are plotted in Figure C-3 as bands one order of magni ude thick.
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Figure C-3. Particle Size Distribution in Meteoroid Streams
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_ CONCLUSIONS
'* 0 0
As might be expc,_ted the curves show an expected encounter rate in
= excess of background for particles in the 0. i gnl and up region. It is
par_ic]_ inlhis size rzr_e that cause visible and radio meteors when
they strike the earth's atmosphere. Occurring only during the transit
of the _;e:_ '', ,}-,,_v ca_e the meteor shower. However, the probability/
of a spacecraft detecting a particle of this size is extremely low. The
Sisyphus meteorite detector, which detects particles by thei" reflectedsunlight and therefore _cans a "_rger volume o5 pace than conventional
impact detectors is suitable for large particle detection.
Figure C-4 is _ plot of th( expected Sisyphus count rate on a Venus-
•_ Mercury mission. The exoected particle flux that has been used to draw
: this curve is the same zluxthat is labeled NASA in FigureC-3, i,e., it
corresponds to our backgro,_d _c, meteor stream has a flux a
1i the
factor of ten higher than background at a given mass than the res_LIting
Sisyphus count would be a /actor o, i0 higher at that mass than showw in
:T Figure C-4. Cheerfully ex*r_',po!ating th , Sisyphus curve yields an
_ -'C;' expected rate of about Z X i0 "3 events per day per decade mass at 10"
1
J)__ gm and about 3 × 10 -4 at _ gin. Thus, even if the meteor stre._m flux at
::_ these mas_es is _ factor of 10 above backgro-nd the expected events per
_ day are very low.
:)l The smaller pazticles in Figure C-3, around 10 .8 or 10 .7 gin, are
iJl those which can be detected and composition-analyzed in detectors of the
:_ impact ionization type. Composition measurements are potential/7 of
'_ great interest. Unfortunately it appears that the expected flux is about
_r equal to or well below oackground. This conclusion cannot be helped much
by assuming a different mass distribution. For example if the total mass
of 5 X 1015 gm is assumed to be in the form of 10 "8 gm particles (an
unrealistic a_sumption) the encounter rate at i0 -8 gm o"1y rises a _Cactor
of 25. Assuming a larger total mass of course will raise the curves
_ proportio_.ately as will assumFtions which distribute the mass throughout
a smc_Ai,:r volume.
r
One other point should be brought out. It relates to the experknce
'i _ o_ Mariner IV. Atexander (Reference4) reports the microphone sensor
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Figure C-4. Differential Curve for Mariner Venus/Mercury
i973 Event Rate Based on Assumed Penetration
Flux
on Mariner IV detected a sharply increased counting rate (17 impacts in
t6 minutes compared to a background rate of about one per day) when the
spacecraft was located at R - 1,27 AU, celestial longitude +343.6 °,
latitude +Z. 25 °. Microphone impact detectors are known to give erroneous
indications at times and a certain amount of caution is advised in accepting
_ this result. On the other hand, the sensor had performed predictably for
more than two years before the event and continued to do so for several
" months afterwards.
Alexander ascribes this event to particles from comet Encke,
spiraling into the sun, but this appears unlikely. A more reasonable
explanation would seem to be an encounter with a Taurid meteor stream.
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O If the spacecraft, more or less cutting across the orbit, was moving at
Z0 krn/sec, then it travelled I. 9 X 10 4 km during the 16 minutes of the
event. This could indicate that material in the stream, while dispersed
around the orbit, is in relatively small filaments within the stream. The
significance of this is that even with a background rate of one or several
per day, a short time period burst c_ impacts is easily separated from
background and identified as a separate event.
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i  PPENDD
EPHEMERIS OF COMET ENCKE
Nongravitation perturbations of comet Encke have been deter-
mined to a high degree of accuracy from past observations (see Section 2)
I such that changes in the ephemeris from one apparition to the next can be
predicted with great confidence. Dr. B. G. Marsden reports that pre-
dictions of the January 1971 passage required the remarkably small cor-
J_ rection of only +5 X 10 -4 ± 10 -4 days based on observations during
October to December 1970 although "this close agreement may be some-
what fortuitous." The small ephemeris changes expected to occur in the
•_ 1974, 1977 and 1980 apparitions of Encke are as follows, according to
Marsden:
Orbit Elements t974 t977 1980
_. _ T (date) 1974 Apr. 28.9988 E.T. 1977 Aug. 17.0087 E.T. 1980Dec. 6.5787 E.T.
_, _o (deg) 185. 9277 185.95Z 1 185. 9784
"/_,, f_ (deg) 334. 2246 334.2118 334. Z000
• ,,
,! i (deg) l 1.9823 i 1.939! 11.9463
: q (AU) 0. 338 ! 16 0. 340654 0. 339933
•_ e 0. 847456 0. 846477 0. 846762
i:_i_ a (AU) 2.2 t6521 2. Z 18905 2.218339
i
o,.._ p (yr) 3.30 3.31 3.31
"'_ Epoch (date) 1974 Apr. 23.0E.T. 1977 Aug. 5.0E.T. 1980 Nov. 17.0E.T.
In computing the spacecraft transfer trajectories presented in
Section 5 we used the 1980 ephemeris as predicted in the above table.
Actually a still more refined 1984 Encke ephemeris could be obtained
from this by taking the 1980 elements and running them with a n-body
i program to 1984 and applying afterwards a small correction (-0.02 ±0.04
days). However, this degree of refinement was not necessary for pur-
poses of this preliminary mission study.
G
'Personal communication, II November 197 I.
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Section 5.5.3 quotes typical ephemeris uncertainties also based v
on Marsden_s dataj which reflect in the relatively small navigational
errors that will be corrected by onboard observations as discussed
before.
3
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_; APPENDIXE
APPLICATIONOF SOMEMICROWAVEAND OPTICAL
TECHNIQUESUSEFULIN A COMETRENDEZVOUSMISSION
This appendixpresentsa briefdescriptionof a radaraltimeterfor
use in the comet rendezvousmission. Its primarypurposeis to support
gravitymeasurementsby providingthe exact distancefrom the spacecraftto
the nucleus. Some potentialalternativeuses for the altimeterboth in its
simplestformand with augmentedcapabilitiesare also suggested. The use
of an opticaldriftmeteras backupinstrumentfor velocityand angularrate
measurementsis discussed. In addition,a roughestimateis made of the
feasibilityof radar soundingof boththe nucleusand comaof the comets
Enckeand D'Arrestfrom earth.
I. RADARALTIMETER
l.l INTRODUCTION
Altimetersusingpropagationtime measurementshave been routinely
usedin aircraftfor a longtime. There are two basic typesand several
hybrids. The followingparagraphsbrieflydescribethese varieties.
l.l.l The FM-CWAltimeter
This typeemploysa continuouswave transmitter,and relieson inte-
gratingthe Dopplerfrequencyshiftof the energyreflectedfrom the ap-
proachingor recedingsurface. An initialvalueof altitudeis required.
Systemnoiseand referenceoscillatorstabilitydeterminethe smallest
detectablefrequencyshift. The magnitudeof the returnedsignal,which in
,i_ partdependson the transmitterpowerand the operatingfrequencydetermines
E-l
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the time to obtaina measurement.Since a CW oscillatoris used prime
.'_ power limitations and oscillator efficiency limit the transmitted power.
•'_,'..i This variety of altim_,ter finds its greatest utility at ranges up to a few
" thousand feet.
1.1.2 PulsedAltimeter
The use of a ratherlargeratioof peak to averagepowermakes this
L
, _ varietyof altimeterequivalentto a range-onlyradar. The altitudeis
.." sampledat the pulse repetitionfrequencyof the transmitter,Isolation
•,_"_ betweentransmitterand receiverdeterminesthe lowestaltitudeat which
-2
, _ a pulsed altimeter may be used. The greatest altitude depends nn the
'._ transmittedpowerand the reflectivityof the surface.
i:"._ I.1.3 Hybrids
,i"i_' The basic altimeterfunctionis rangedetermination.On thatbasis
ii_l therearemanymodulation structureswhich can Droviderange. Onevariety
of hybrid approach is the use of a sinusoidal transmitted signal which is
phasemodulatedby +__ at intervalscorrespondingto a known pseudo-random
,,._i,.)'_!i:.I noise (PRN)code. The rangedeterminationconsistsof correlatingthe
waveform returned after scattering from the surface with a stored replica
_iii--.,! and d terming the value of tim delay required to obtain a correlation
_' peak. This time is the two-wayrange. Such PRN modulationsallowall the
.Ik
transmitterpowerto be used,and to obtaingoodrange resolutionbecause
PRN waveformsexhibitsharp correlationpeaks.
The accuracyof all radaraltimetersis affectedif the reflection
process smears out the time dependence of the transmitted waveform. If
"i the transmitted beamwidth is too broad a system employing Doppler frequency
-._"( shiftwill loseaccuracybecauseof the variationof line-of-sightvelocity
'"_!":i withln the beamwidth.
_:',.., E-2
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1.2 APPLICATIONTO COMET RENDEZVOUS
e_ A basic altimeterfor in the I0 lO0 Km would haveuse rangeof Km to
to be of the pulsedvarietyor employPRN modulation. To containthe
comet (diameter= 4 Km) at the longestrange (lO0Km) a transmit/receive
antennaabout0.75 meter in diameterwould be neededat lO GHz.
An estimateof the signalpowerrequiredfor altimetryis usefulin
both "sizing"a basicaltimeterand also for evaluationof the utilityof a
more complexradaraltimeterwhich might obtainother informationabout the
comet.
The ratioof receivedto transmittedpower for equal transmittingand
receivingaperturesA, at targetrangeR and transmittedwavelength_ is:
PR A2
FT - (xR)4 oAt
C) where At is the interceptionarea of the targetand o is the scattering
crosssection. The targetdiameteris less than a beamwidth.
The radarcross sectionof a targetdependsupon its size relative
t
to the radarwavelength,detailsof its surfacestructureand on its
material. A perfectlyconducting( a metal)spherelargecomparedto the
wavelengthinterceptsan amountof radiationcorresHundingto its projected
geometricalarea and reradiatesthis energy. Radarcross sectionsare
sometimesreportedas an equivalentarea of a sphere. If the sphere
(radiusr) is of a dielectricmaterial,then the cross sectiona is:
o=p_ r2
where p is the reflectioncoefficientcorrespondingto normalincidence
given by:
0 (I-p =
E-3 \"
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where E is the dielectric constant of the target sphere. If the surface
of the sphereis irregularthen in somedirectionsthe reflectionswlll "_
add in phase,and in otherdirectionsout of phase producingrelative
maximaand minimain the crosssection. Cross sectionsare usuallyaveraged
overa rangeof angles,and where there is relativemotionbetweentarget
and recelver,are also averagedover a time longcomparedwith the f_dlng
period. The fadingperiodis the time duringwhich the crosssection
goes froma maximumto a minimumin the caseof relativemotion. For
irregularspheresthe cross sectionis usuallywritten:
o-gp_ r2
where the factorg (thegain) containsthe dependenceof the cross section
on the surfaceirregularity.Some specialcases have beenworkedout.
For an undulatingsurfacewhere the rms slope is _ 3
Z
g _l+_
If the surfaceis roughwith a scale lengthequal to the wavelength
g>l
The observationson irregularobjectsgive the product
gP
For longwavelengthsg_ l.O and then the correspondingvaluesof measured
crosssectioncan be takenas estimatesof the dielectricconstant.
The power ratiocan then be written:
PR= A_..22 rz
PT (>,R)4 g p _ At _ '
/
E-4 "
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For the casewhere the beamwldthis entirelyfilledby the targetsurface
At =_ (_)2R2
where D is the diameterof the altimeter_ntenna. Therefore:
PR A2 x2R2
FT go 2= x T
and
PR= r2(__T)2 gp APT
For a comet nucleusthe quantityg p might be quite small if frozen
gaseswere the primaryconstituents.The presenceof solidrocky crystalline
matterwould howeverincreasethis reflectivity.For an estimategp = 5 x lO-2
will be used. For the moon gp_ 7 x 10-2 becauseof the brokenand porous
natureof the surface.
For R = lO5 meters
= 0.03 meters
A = 0.56 meter2
gp = 5 x lO"2
r = 2 x 103 meters
PR
I_T = 4 x lO"5
The receivernoise powerPn level is:
P =NkTAf
n
t
Thisarea is about the sameas thatof the first Fresnelzonewhose
diameteris _ _ RX
E-5
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where N = receivernoise figure .J
k = Boltzmann'sconstant(1.38x I0"23 Joule/°K)
T = Receivertemperature
_f = Receivernoisebandwidth
For N = 10
T = 290°K
Af = 108 Hz
P = 4 x lO''_ watt
n
Systemimplementationlossesincludingpointingand polarizationmightamount
to a signallossof an additionalfactorof I0 resultingin a transmitter
radiatedpowerof lO"3 watt with a S/N = 30 dB. The bandwidthcorresponds
to a pulsewidth of about lOns, and a rangeresolutionof 3 meters. L_
Becausethe rendezvouscraft is inovingwith respectto the cometa substantial
portionof thisS/N would be takenup by the deep fadingto be expectedwith
an irregulartargetsurface. These transmitterand receiverrequirementsare
extremelymodestand couldbe implementedwith presenttechnologyusingall
solid statecomponents. Referencel describesa balloonbornealtimeterusing
one watt peakpower at a wavelengthof 70 cm which was used from 2 to 20 km
from the earth. A possiblemechanizationof the altimetermight involvethe
#
ReferenceI: Levanen,N and Stremler,F.G., "AccuratePulse RadarAltimeter
for MeteorologicalBalloons",Proc. IEEE571680 (1969).
$
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",, use of the 1.8 meter diameterS-bandtelemetryantennaas the altimeter
antenna. Thisoptioncouldprovidefor a back-upaltimeterfor the 0.75
meter antennasystemused in the precedingestimateand providefor the
possiblitythat the spacecraftwould be limitedto standoff at a distance
of 100 km from the comet.
1.3 POTENTIALUSES OF A MICROWAVEALTIMETER
There are some cometaryconstituentsand effectswhich might be re-
remotelyprobedby means of a microwavesensor,i.e.,a more complexver-
sionof the radioaltimeterdiscussedhere. The generalnatureof the
effectsis thattheir detectionand analysiscould providecometarydiag-
nosticinformationfrommicrowavebackscatter,self emissionor absorption.
The tablebelow summarizesthesepossibilities.
COMA EFFECTOR CONSTITUENT COMMENT
Free ElectronPlasma Electrondensityis very low. Use of a very
high power transmitterand a very sensitive
receivermight allow detectionof incoherent
scatterfrom free electrons. (Thomsonscatter)
The echomight be difficultto discernfrom
the solarwind electronecho.
Char_edFree Radicals Similarproblemas with freeelectronsexcept
(OH)
in additionthe "be_t"frequencyfor back
scatterwould be substantiallylowerdue to
greatermass of the radical.
E-7 _
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PlasmaTurbulenceat Dimensionalscaleor magnitudeof gr&diehts
ContactDiscontinuity J
unknown.
Particlesof Bulk Matter Presumablyfound in coma from disruptionof
rocky inclusionsin nucleus.
In Sections5 and 6 (VolumeI) extendedstationkeepingin the
penumbraof the nucleuswas consideredas a methodof providingthermal
protectionnearperihelion.This could be modifiedto a stationkeeping
mode in the umbra properif the spacecraftcarriesa rechargeablebattery
of sufficientcapacityto lastthroughintermittentperiodsof totalsolar
eclipse. The eclipsedpositionoffersuniqueadvantagesto do remoteprob-
ing of the comawithoutthe interferenceof directsun light. Scattering,
emission,and absorptionphenomenacan be observedfromtJ_isvantagepoint
at largeas well as smallanglesfrom the directionof solar radiation. 41b
Some speciesin the comamightbe detectableby their own emissionssuchas "_
the neutralatomichydrogen(H) (1420MHz), the radicalOH (1665MHz) and
molecularwater (H20)(22 GHz, 183 GHz, and many linesextendingto about
24_m in the infrared). Such emissionor aosorptionmeasurementsin the
microwaverangewouldemploya microwaveradiometer.Most of the effects
detectableby backscatterwould alsobe detectableby use of the sun as a
source.
All of the radicaland molecularspeciesmentionedhave absorption_nJ
emissionspectrain the visibleor near visiblespectralrange. Such ob-
servationsfrom the umbrawould be useful.andcouldbe comparedintermittent-
ly with measurementsin sunlightfor calibrationpurpose_. Observations
towardthe sun fromthe edgeof the umbra,againstthe limbof the nucleus,
would revealabsorptioncharacteristicsof the most dense part of the gas
envelope.
E-8 \
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For the case of the particulatespeciesin the coma,measurements0
(probablyoptical)of the scatteredsolar radiationin orthogonalpolariza-
tionswould be particularlyuseful. Suchmeasurementswould give'evidence
of particlesize,shapeand alignment. However,a microwaveradarcould
_Isobe used to detectsuchparticles,althoughits operatingfrequency
would b_stbe in the frequencyregionabove 30 GHz (A<l cm).
It is possiblethata radaraltimeteroperatingat such a frequency
couldalsobe usedfor remoteprobingof the coma. For the altimeter
functionthe higherfrequencywould allow use of a smallerantenna,and
at the powerlevelsrequiredwould not pressmillimeterwave technology.
2. EARTH BASEDRADAR SOUNDING
C) It is temptingto suggestthat radarobservationson cometsmight be
carriedout from the earth. As previouslynoted frominspectionof Encke's
relativetrajectoryin 1974 (seeAppendixA), the earth-Cometdistanceis
lessthan0.5 AU for nearly2 n_nths. With the followingparameters
Wavelength 0.3 meters
Range 0.3 AU
Transmitter 24 meters
antenna
Receiver 60 meters
antenna
Transmitter 500 KW
Power
Comet Diameter 4 Km
the receivedpowerfrom the nucleusis about 2 x lO"25 watt. This compares
with Jbout6 x lO"23 watt for the same radar (Goldstone)arrangementobtained
E-9
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fromthe asteroidIcarus. Anotherinterestingobjectfor earth stationed .,_
I
radarcontactis comet D'Arrest. This is a smallercometthan Encke,but
its veryclose approachto earth in July-September1976 (withdisC._ces
below0.2 AU for eightweeks)providesa uniqueopportunityfor such
observations.
The possibilityof obtainingradarechoesfrom the coma shouldalso
be examined. A radarecho might be obtainablefrom incoherentscatter
by freeelectronsin the coma. The receiverwould probablyhave to range
gateout such returnfrom ionosphericelectrons. _he size of the visible
comasuggeststhat it would fill the beamwidthof a radar suchas the one
usedin the nucleussounding. Coma electronechoesshouldalso be discern-
ableon the basis of the Dopplershift when the comet velocityvectoris
orientedalong the radarline-o_sight.
)
3. OPTICALDRIFTMETERS(VlHSENSOR)
The V/H sensoroffersa passiveopticaltechniquefor measuringthe
angularvelocityof the platformrelativeto the surfaceover which the
carriervehicleis flying. This angularvelocityis the ratioof the
velocitycomponent,V, tangentialto the surfaceat the altitudeH.
The opticalV/H meter is a directdescendantof the familyof devices
usedfor measuringthe driftof a platformrelativeto a pointcn a
referencesurface. It consistsof an opticalsystemwhich formsan image
of the terrainon a reticle. A sketchis shown in the figure. In the
simplestcasethe reticleis of the picketfencevariety,consistingof
alternatelytransparentand opaqueelements. Usuallythe terrainimage "_L
_P
in the reticlesurfaceis reimagedby a fieldlens onto a photodetector.
E-lO
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PHOTO DETECTOR
FIELD AVERAGEFREQUENCY
LENS EXTRACTION
=V
OP
TERRAINSURFACE
V/H Meter Functional Diagram
Operation of this device produces a wave form having a band limited
frequency spectrum at the output of the photodetector.
Tileoperation of V/H sensor depends only upon the existence of
illumination gradients which can be chopped by the reticle. These gradients
can be on any scale so long as they can be imaged on the reticle. For
example at large distances from the surface suitable gradients might be
the shadows of large surface irregularities. At very short distances the
illumination gradients resulting from the inhomogeneous surface or small
fissures would be used.
A combination of three equally spaced V/H sensors can resolve the
two velocity components parallel to the viewed surface and the component
perpendicular to the surface. Just as with the radar altimeter, the V/H
sensors require an initial condition.
To improve the operation of the V/H sensor sometimes the reticle is
vibrated at a known frequency. This is equivalent to applying a carrier
frequency to the signal and shifting the spectrum to a higher frequency
where filtering is more easily performed. The output of a V/H sensor
is an average frequency which is a known function of the instrumental
E-]l
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parameters(reticlespacingand opticalmagnification).This frequency
can be determinedin a varietyof ways. A typicalapproachis to hard limit
_ _ _the photod_t..... ,,*n.tand to countzero crossings In this fashionthe
precisionto which the frequencycan be determineddependson the precision
of the localreference. A precisionof a few partsin lO7 is easy to obtain.
4. OPTICALAND MICROWAVEPOLARIMETRY
The principaldifferencein the informationprovidedby a polarimeter
operatingin the opticalspectralregijnand microwaveremotesounding
techniqueis the featurescalesthat the two approachesresolve.
The polarimeterobservesradiationwhich i: scatteredfrom the surface.
This radiationmay be transmittedfrom the instrumentor may be ambient
radation,i.e.,solarradiation. Measurementsare made of the scattered
intensityat variousazimuthswith respectto the scatteringsurface. This
angulardependenceis also determinedfor linearlypolarizedradiation,both
paralleland perpendicularto the plane of incidence, In the microwaverange,
the samesortof measurementscan be implemented.The penetrationdepth for
an electromagneticwave in a materialis'measuredby the skin depth. This
quantitygivesthe distancethatthe electricfieldwhich entersthe medium
penetratesfor a I/e reductionin its magnitude. Microwavewavelengths
penetratemore deeplythanopticalwavelengths,and are scatteredby gradients
of a differentscale thanopticalwaves.
The amountof microwaveradiationwith a given polarizationreflected
froma surfaceis a functionof the angleof incidence. This function
differsfor differentpolarizations.This holdsfor planeboundarieswhich
E-12
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i are very largecomparedto the microwavewavelength. A naturalsurfaceis
comprisedof elementsin all size ranges,and with a distributionof
orientationangles. As a resultit is possiblefor the microwaveenergy
scatteredfrom sucha surfaceto be polarizedpredominatelyin a givenstate.
The measurement)f the percentageof the energyscatteredby a surface
which is polarizedin each of two orthogonalstatescan be used to deducethe
propertiesof the surfacewhen the wavelengthand observationanglesare known.
E-13
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'_ _ @i} APNDIXAPPROACH NAVIGATION/IMAGING INSTRUMENT
_. 1. INTRODUCTION
This Appendix presents preliminary specifications of a dual-mode
approach navigation/imaging instrument for an Encke comet probe. A
simplified ve-. -_ ion of the high resolution Mariner Mars 1971 television
system is proposed for comet acquisition and tracking beginning at about
60 days before encounter, as well as for imaging as close as 10 km from
the comet nucleus.
Also included is a discussion of the star field background expected
for definition of the comet position and reducing the comet trajectory
uncertainties during terminal navigation.
2. INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONS
The dual-mode approach navigation/imaging instrument is based
C) on the Mariner Mars 1971 television instrument technology (Reference
F-l). Required changes to the camera for this application include:
• Eliminate wide-angle camera and associated
electronics
• Change optics to i25-mm focal length, f/2.0
• Increase maximum exposure to about 33 seconds
• Add comet nucleus detection circuitry.
A block diagram of the instruments is given in Figure F-i. The
_ lens (125-mm, f/2) is chosen to optimize the dual-mode purpose of the
sensor. The focal length provides alarger field (4.4 × 5.6 degrees)
than the Mariner Mars 1971 (MM '71) narrow angle camera to improve
_ acquisition of the comet and reference star field, while yielding adequate
resolution (0. I mrad) for imaging. An f/2 relative aperture is assumed
to be the largest that will provide the point source image size of MM '71.
The shutter is assumed identical to MM '71 (_/o seconds maximum
exposure), with additional signal integration to 33 seconds accomplished
by multiple exposure and vidicon beam blanking.
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Figure F- f. Block Diagram, Approach
Navigation]Imaging Instrument
A filter wheel with up to eight spectral or polarizing filters is in-
cluded to provide rough photometric data regarding the cornet.
A slow scan vidicon identical to MM '7f is assumed. The cathode
drive modulates the scanned out vidicon target image, which is amplified,
filtered, demodulated and post-filtered to provide the video signal. An
A/D converter quantizes the video for data transmission.
. _ In addition, the video signal is examined and processed by the
detection logic for comet/star presence. To improve comet nucleus
', detection accuracy, a peak detection scheme is suggested.
Thresholding the video signal in the coma region would introduce
', large uncertainties inthe location of the comet nucleus (actually, the center
of brightness). Assuming the comet brightness to vary as in Figure It-Z,
the optimum threshold level is at, or near, the peak. blowever, thres-
holding too near the peak reduces the probability of detection, considering
noise.
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Figure F-2. Schematic Spatial Variation of Comet Brightm ss
Frame-to-frame correlation enhances the detection probability,
• _ while reducing false alarms due to noise. Thresholding near the peak
(say, _80 percent of the peak) minimizes noise-induced position errors
because the signal slope is high. A variable threshold level is probably
better, with reLative detectlon level increasing as range to the comet
decreases (either semi-automatically or by ground command).
3. DUAL-MODE INSTRUMENT JUSTIFICATIONS
The basic justification for a dual-mode approach navigation/imaging
instrument is that it provides adequate performance at minimum cost
(including weight and power). Salient points include:
• Use of existing MM '71 television instrument
technology.
• Elimination of one camera (wide angle)
to reduce cost and complexity.
• Reduction of size and weight of instrument
with shorter focal length, while providing
adequate resolution.
• Restriction of engineering development
primarily to electronics, which is less costly.
@
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4. INSTRUMENT SENSITIVITY
The instrument point source sensitivity is derived from Refer-
ence F-Z, Figure VIII-24 for the Mariner vidicon, 251sm l_pot. Limiting
star sensitivity (my) is related to exposure time (Te) and aperture (Do)
by:
m " Z. 5 log (Te) + 5 log (Do) - l. ZS; T sec, D cm (J)v e o
-j For a 33-second exposure time and 6. ZS-cm aperture (IZS-mm focal
._ length, f/Z.O), m = 6. 5.
-".',_ V
•, i0_I0'_ The illuminance of a 6. 5 magnitude star is 6. I x ft-cd
.i
,. i (Reference F-3, page i91) and the vidicon exposure for a 10_m star
image diameter and 50 percent optics transmission is 0.36 ft-cd-sec.
I
5. NAVIGATIONAL STAR FIELD
i The average number of stars (NF) in a given angular field (QS' st)
of visual magnitude m v, or brighter, is given by, 3
ii NF(mv) = QsNo(mv)/47r, (Z)
i!i where•, '1log o(mv = 0.517 m + 0.599 (3)v
i] Equation 3 is extrapolat¢:d from Reference F-4, Table II. The
validity of this relationship beyond the tabulation of the Reference
(m <4. 4) is verified by Reference F-5 (page 4) for m <6.5 to within
V - 3 V
about 0. i percent. For my = 6.5 and fiS = 7.5 xl0 sr (4._ x5.6 de-
grees), N O = 9100 and I_ F = 5.4.
Since the previous number is an average for the entire celestial
sphere, it is wise to examine the variations expected for a particular
pointing direction. In Reference F-3, page 234, the number of stars
brighter than a given photographic magnitude is tabulated as a function
of galactic latitude. The number of visual magnitude stars is obtained
(approximately) from scaling by the ratio of the mean number of visual _jp
and photographic magnitude stars. A few points are summarized in
Table i.
L! F-4
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j' _ Table i. Variation of Number of Visual Magnitude
Stars with Gal.actic Latitude
_:.• Visual Number of stars per square degree brighter than mv
_-. Magnitude, at Balactic latitude;
mv 0° 10° 30 o 40 ° 50 ° 70 ° 90 °
._ 6.0 .24 .17 .I0 .08 .075 .07 .06
"_ 7.0 .69 .50 .29 .25 .22 .20 .18
W
._. 6.5 .44 .31 .18 .145 .135 .13 .II
_: Thus, for 6.5 visual magnitude and a 4.4 x 5.6 degree field of
view (24.6 degree2), the star field varies between 10-11 stars at the
4 galactic equator to 2-3 stars at the galactic pole. If the instrument
pointing directionlles between 30 and 50 degrees galactic latitudeduring
_ approach guidance, the star field will be three to four stars. This is
_!i sufficientto ivsure identificationof a star field,with from theinputs
spacecraft attitudecontrol system, and locate the comet with respect to
• it.
" The choice of m = 6.5 as threshold sensitivity of the image system
i means that the comet could be acquired onboard the spacecraft at arange o._ about 6 • 106 km in accordance with the photometric model
discussed in Section 2.7.4, Volume I (see Figure 2-27 in particular).t
._ The threshold detection feature reduces the cometfs image size from
': the estimated angle of about I degree at this range to less than I arc
minute without significantloss in totalbrightness. This in turn per-
•_ mits more accurate initial navigation fixes with respect to the refer-
ence stars. The preferred navigation mode discussed in Section 5
actually does not require accurate fixes until the range is less than
106 km when the nucleus is brighter than m = 4, Thus the sensitivity
threshold is not so much dictated by early comet acquisition but by the
necessity of acquiring a sufficient number of reference stars.
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5. OPTICS RESOLUTION w
The point source resolution of the instrument is assumed to be the
same as Mariner (10 _m), even though the angular field has been increased
by a factor of four and the focal ratio changed to Z. 0 from 2.4. This is
justified by the following analysis.
The spot size for a diffraction-limited optical system or relative
aperture, f/Z. 0 at 0.55 _m is Z. 7 _m. A Schrnidt optical system is
theoretically diffraction limited on axis and degrades off-axis according
to Reference F-6, page 394.
d(Schm .,_j -- f92/(24 F 3) (4)
f : focal length
: off-axis angle
F = focal ratio
For this 125-mm, f/2.0 optical system, d(Schmidt) = 2.6 _m at the I
maximum off-axis angle (3.6 degrees). The sum of these spot diameters
is 5.3 }_m, so that the optical system is realizable, particularly since
performance will not significantly degrade until the spot diameter exceede
the vidicon beam size (o-25 _m).
6. INSTRUMENT RESOLUTION
The instrument sensor is the same slow scan vidicon employed in
the Mariner 1969 and 197i cameras. An active raster size of
2.
i2.5 x 9.6 mm Is used, with 700-scan lines and 832 pixels/line in a
42-second frame.
With optics of 125 mm focal length, the total field coverage is
4. 4 x 5.6 degrees. Thus, each pixel represents an angular resolution of
0, i2 mrad. Calibration of the instrument should allow estimation of the
comet nucleus {center of brightness) direction with respect to the known
star field to an accuracy of 0.25 mrad (3_).
Resolution is dependent on image smear. For an allowable image
smear of one pixel (0. i2 mrad), a 33-second exposure time requires a
F-6
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S maximum spacecraft limit cycle rate of 0.0002 degree/second, which is
realizable.* At closer apprGach, relative motion of the comet with respect
to the spacecraft will necessitate shorter exposure times, either by
varying the mechanical shutter speed or by employing adjustable vidicon
beam blanking. The loss of sensitivity with shorter exposure time will
be offset by increased comet br,ghtness at the closer ranges.
REFERENCES
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F-3 Allen, C. W., Astrophysical Quantities, Second Edition, The
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"See also Section 5.5.5, Volume I
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' _ APPENDIX G
ELECTROSTATIC E_UILIBRATION OF A
SPACR_ a FT CARRYING ION ENGINES
:. For a spacecraft carrying ion engines and moving in the cometary
environment, both active and passive modes of electrical equilibration
are possible. The passive mode of electrical equilibration is obtained
when all portions of the thrusL system are turned off. In this mode the
electrical potential of the spacecraft relative to the surrounding cometary
plasma is determined by the flux of space plasma particles upon the
_ spacecraft surface and by the photo-current of electrons emitted by the
_r
ii spacecraft under the action of the solar UV. It is important to note that
.. passive spacecraft equilibration is, in the vast majority of conditions, a
" _ state of electrical contamination (ton-zero surface electric field) This
._ electrostatic contamination alters the energy and directionality of low
•_ energy particles in the cometary plasma• In addition, if the cometary
plasma is tenuous as is expected, then the equilibration potential of
very
.-.f_ the spacecraft relative to the plasma will be positive, and photo-electrons
from the spacecraft surface will remain in the near vicinity creating a
contamination of the cgmetary plasma electron population. In summary,
passive equilibration of a sl_acecraft in a dilute space plasma leads to
electrostatic contamination ,'_at ",_ffects low energy particle energy and
directionalit> measurements and produces space plasma electron con-
-:_ tamination by trapped photo-electrons from the spacecraft surface.
_ Operation of the ion thrustez(s) places the spacecraft in a state of
- active equilibration. Here the spacecraft potential relative to the
cometary plasma will be determined by the coupling of the exhaust beam
plasma to the space plash a, by the injection potential of electrons from
the neutralizer to the thrust beam, and by the bias of the neutralizer
relative to the spacecraft. In this discussion we assume that the neu-
•:' tralizer is closely coupled to the thrust beam with an injection potential
:_ of 10 volts or less. Under these conditions spacecraft electrostatic
. cleanliness can be achieved. In practice this requires the use of an
_ E-meter (a device which measures the spacecraft surface electric field)
"'_ C_.
_: certain feedback circuitry, and a variable bias voltage between the
°_ G-I
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: neutralizer and the spacecraft. The E-meter signal causes the neutralizer -_Jr
bias voltage to vary until the spacecraft surface electric field vanishes.
": This condition of electrostaticcleanliness allows low energy charged
particles in the cometary plasma to reach the particle detectors in the
scientificpayload without perturbations to either their energy or
directionality.
A possible interference with science payload operation caused by
the operation of the ion thruster is in space plasma contamination --
: specificallyin a contamination in the space plasma electrons. This
process of space plasma contamination may occur under conditions of
spacecraft electrostaticcleanliness. The space plasma electrons and
; thrust beam electrons may interchange along the entire boundary where
these two plasmas meet. "Outwardly" diffusingthrust beam electrons
interchange with "inwardly" diffusingspace plasma electrons. The thrust
beam electrons entering the space plasma would not normally move into
the regions on the spacecraft where the particledetectors are located if
the magnetic field B were perfectly zero. Actually, the space magnetic
field is not zero, but may be of the order of several V (iv = 10-5 gauss). -)
These weak fields bend the trajectories of low energy electrons so that a
thrust beam electron entering the space plasma at the "rear °' of the
spacecraft may move in a circle (whose radius may be many meters) and
encounters the particle detectozs at the front. A key factor in this
process is the quality of the beam neutralization. Effective neutralization,
i. e., low injection potential, reduces space plasma contamination and
makes the condition of spacecraft electrostatic cleanliness easier to obtain.
While the "thruster on full" condition leads to the more easily pro-
grammable active equilibration, several other alternatives are possible.
These may be described aE "uartial thruster, " "thruster off-neutralizer
on, " and "thruster off-extractors on. " In the "partial thruster" active
equilibration mode a reduced level of thrust beam plasma continues to be
directed into the space plasma. This condition does not produce appre-
ciable thrust, but does lead to sufficient plasma densities to couple the
thrust beam plasma effectively to the space plasma. Active electrical
equilibration of the spacecraft via the bond of the thrust beam-space J
plasma is still possible. The mode utilizes less thruster power and,
G-Z
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possibly, reduced levels of space plasma contamination will result. An
unknown aspect of this mode is the quality of the neutralizer-thrust beamf
coupling as the beam plasma density diminishes. For the mercury dis-
charge neutralizer, which is the most likely means of beam neutraliza-
tion to be used, primary attention has been focused on beam coupling
under full loads. Retention of strong be:..n-neutralizer coupling under
partial beam loads must be demonstrated.
Another mode of active equilibration is "thruster off-neutralizer on."
Here the thruster system is turned off completely but power remains on
the discharge neutralizer. By possible arrangement of the "keeper"
voltages on the discharge neutralizer it may be possible to eject either
ions or electrons from the neutralizer into space. The release of elec-
trons is, in general, not likely to be the required equilibration action,
since the spacecraft photo electric emission is probably larger than the
space plasrna electron diffusion current. However, the release of a
comparatively small current of ions from the discharge neutralizer to
space would allow the spacecraft equilibration potential to move in a
l negative direction and, thus, reduce the difference in potential between
the spacecraft and the space plasma. The advantages of the "neutralizer
equilibration" mode are a very low power requirement and almost negli-
gible space plasma contamination; i.e., the trajectory of ions released
will not be bent by the space magnetic field sufficiently to reach the space-
craft area where particle detectors are located. The E-field meter, feed-
back circuitry, and variable neutralizer bias voltages discussed in the
"thruster on full" mode are equally applicable for this mode. To achieve
electrostatic cleanliness, however, will probably require a different
feedback logic for the "neutralizer equilibration 'f mode.
A final v.ctive mode of equil_,_ration to be considered here is "thruster
off-extractors on. '_ Here the thrust system is completely off and active
equilibration of the spacecraft is achieved bf biased extractor electrodes
pla_ed in the space plasma. For a sunlit spacecraft in a very dilute
plasma the emitted photo-electron current generally exceeds the electron
diffusion currents from the space plasma. If a positive bias potential is
placed on an extractor electrode in contact with the space plasma an
additional current of electrons is drawn to this electrode. By sufficient
G-3
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increases in th's electrode bias potential, electron drainage current
d /
occurs from a large region of space, and arriving electrons begin to
approach the number of photo-electrons attempting to leave the space-
craft. Electrostatic cleanliness is achieved when all electron currents
are exactly in balance, and the spacecraft equilibration potential is zero.
Space plasma ion currents have been neglected in this discussion since
these particle flows are small compared to the .nagnitudes of the elec-
tron currents. This equilibration method is simple and required power
is at very low levels. An E-field meter and feedback circuitry are
needed to maintain electrostatic cleanliness. Since the extractor sheath
region may become very large in a dilute plasma it is required that the
extractor be mounted on a long boom or on the tip of the solar array to
pre_ ent the sheath region from extending to the particle detectors loca-
tion. The feedback circuits that control the equilibration must have an
extremely short time contact since electron collection times (period re-
quired for an electron to move from the plasma to the extractor) and
emission times (period required for emitted electron to move to the
space plasma) are very short. %
Work on advanced concepts of SEP spacecraft equilibration and
plasma interactions was performed by TRW under JPL contract. The
results are reported in detail in References G-i and G-2.
REFERENCES
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I APPENDIX H
EFFECT OF 1980 COMET FLYBY DATA ON ASSEMBLY
AND TEST OF 1984 RENDEZVOUS SPACECRAFT
As discussed in Sections i and 5, we assume that comet data will
become available from the 1980 flyby mission that could require changes
in the rendezvous mission spacecraft at a time when it is in the process
of assembly and test. The type and extent of possible changes are
affected by the time remaining to make the changes before delivery of
the spacecraft to the launch site. As the spacecraft approaches the
launch date, there is a point in time when no changes can be made without
significantly delaying the launch date.
Consideration is given here to two cases, one where the data is
available five months prior to launch, and the other, where it is available
i7 months prior to launch. In the analysis of both cases, an SEP space-
craft development plan derived in a previous TRW study (Reference i-6)
was used as a representative schedule for spacecraft manufacturing and
_ integ-, tion operations. Case A (five months), and Case B (i7 months)
are "L.h supcrimposed on the schedule to pin ._oint the spacecraft opera-
tions that are in process at each point in time, see Figure H-1.
Option A
If the data is received and changes are initiated five months prior
to launch, the spacecraft is at this time completely assembled and it is
entering the final environmental tests. Because of this condition, any
change would have to be quite simple so as not to require retest of the
entire spacecraft. The changes that can be made include:
i) "Screwdriver" adjustments without _ny removals.
Z) Replacement of complete units with other complete
units that are identical in size, weight, c. g. location,
power requirement, thermal response, etc. Typically,
this type of change includes sensors, detectors, and
whole units. To effect this type of change a second
set of units must be provided in advance for each
change that is anticipated.
- 3) Alteration of computer programs or the in-flight guid-
ance program.w
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_" These changes must be designed into the spacecraft and '.he hardware
tested and ready for quick installation. The chang,_s that &re possible
are also affected by how quickly the flyby data is ¢,valu;_t,ed and a decision
is made to make the change. This time is subtra::ted from the five
months and only three months are available prio_ to ;s_,ipment to the
launch site. Therefore, it is very desirable to i_repare the changes care-
fully and make the decision expeditiously.
Option B
In this case, the data is received dur_n 2 _.lae period when the units
for the flight spacecraft are still in man_fact.=ring, and flight acceptance
test has not begun. A pe_'iod of three mon_.l_s remains before a flight unit
acceptance test start so that there is a [,oe'sibHity of incorporating the
change without havinj to disassemb!,e the _nit. However, even if the unit
is assembled, the rework and retest o:.' ,_ cor_.pleted unit nominally re-
quiring four to five weeks can be done "off line" without disturbing the
main schedule. This type of change c_.n be made up to ten months from
_. launch without appreciable impact or, the development program.
Both options, of course, wo_llr, cause an _.ncrease in cost, with
Option A obviously being more e_c_ens_ve because of the additional hard-
ware required and the extra desi_ and pla_:ning effort to fully anticipate
the possible changes. The co_t, 'Ln the case of Option B, is increased
only by the additional hardwar _. at the piece part level and the extra
effort for rework.
0
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_" SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS
The following list summarizes technical innovations in mission and
spacecraft design, that were conceived under this study contract. This
list is submitted in compliance with the New Technology Reporting Clause
!_" called out in the study contract. A more complete discussions will be
submitted by TRW Systems in a separate document.
_'.
ii The possibility of a transfer to the commercial sector of these
innovations which are related specifically to interplanetary missions
appears to be remote.
I) Two-Sta_e Rendezvous. The two-stage comet rendezvous
,. mode reduces the required accuracy of approach naviga-
tion, thus simplifying the onboard navigation instrument,
and saves thrust time and propellant expenditure during
_. the initial coma exploration. (Section 5.5.4)
Z) Thermal Protection Behind Nucleus. Hovering in the
I _, penumbra of tl_e cometVs nucleus for an extended time
_ (20 days or more) provides effective thermal protection
_i_ of the spacecraft. However this mode entails loss of
mobility for comet exploration and requires intermittent
:'_ stationkeeping thIust typically for a short period every
day. This mode is introduced as a possible emergency
measure during the hottest part of the mission.
?i (Section 5.4.3)
3) Probin_ of Solar Wind Phenomena. l_epeated comet
:i_ exit and entry maneuvers are useful for comparison
of plasma interactions inside the comet envelope with
the undisturbed solar wind outside. A total comet ex-
ploration period of 80 to I00 days gives time for such
maneuvers. (Section 6.9)
The possiL,e use of a small, spin-stabilized deployable
probe as a solar wind monitor thac would relay its
observations to earth via the mother spacecraft is an
attractive alternative but has been excluded from the
current basic mission concept in the interest of
: simplicity and cost economy. (Section 6, 8.3)
4) Circumnavigation Maneuvers. Circumnavigation of the
nucleus requires intermittent radially inward directed
, thrust. This is faci:itated by slow rotation of the
(/',
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• L_' spacecraft in the plane of its motion around the
".__ nucleus, and repeated discrete reorientation maneuvers
_. are made unnecessary. (Section 6.6.2)
:,- 5) Simplified Graphical Analysis of Relative Comet, Earth,
, and sunPositions. A "bipolar" plot of the comet's
relative trajectory can be used for convenient graphical
_ analysis of range and view angles from earth to comet
and spacecraft and vice versa. This trajectory is in-
variant with the year of the comet's apparition. Apparent
comet magnitudes and times of acquisition by earth can be
readily determined with the aid of this plot. (Appendix A)
,,_'
6) Thrust-While-Hover Nucleus Gravity Measurement.
Hovering at close distance to the nucleus permits gravity
_. measurement through on-off thrust application so as to
maintain a fixed average altitude. Altitude fe_ _ _ck by!. an altimeter radar is required. Since gas flow from the• nucleus adds a perturbing force, the effect of gravity
•_" and gas flow pressure can be separated through variations
• _ of the solar array angle, or partial retraction. Deter-
mination of the gas flux is a desirable by-product of this
technique. (Section 6.6.3)
7) Orbital Test Capabilities Provided by Shuttle Launch.
If the solar-electric spacecraft is to be launched by a
• Shuttle/upper stage combination, it will be advantageous
t to perform an orbital preflight test of the solar arrays _-
__.:, and the electric propulsion system. & complete system
:, test with fully deployed solar arrays and ion engines
operating is not practical on the ground. Service and
repair functions could be performed by the Shuttle crew
inground.CaseOf(sectiOnubmalfunction,7.5)or the spacecraft returned to the
8) Solar Array.. Panel_ Stiffenin_ to Control Edge Curl.
Stiffener t es mounted crosswise and along the edges
of the solar array blankets serve to avoid harmful
curling of the blankets under extreme _hermal flux.
": The prestressed collapsible tubes of the type developed
by Ryan Aeronautical Engineering and TRW Systems ab
deployment booms flatten against the solar array sub-
strate during stowage on the rollup drums and add a
weight penalty of only about four percent. (Section 7.3.3)
#
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:_ MODERN OBSERVATIONS OF P/ENCH.E
: EXTRACTED FROM VSEKHSVYATSKII'S COMPILATION
A major source of historical data on comets is the formidable
compilation by S. K. Vsekhsvyatskii, "Physical Characteristics of
Comets" (reference list Section 2). The book con_ :ins statistical,
. parametric theoretical, descriptive, graphic, and photographic infor-
'!. marion on cometary observations from 466 B.C. to i957 A.D. In addition,
two supplements have been published, covering data obtained through 19o5,
_,' but without the extensive descriptive material in the book.
Many numerical values and qu.Htative assessments of cometary
_ features derived from past observations, _specially magnitudes and
identificationsof cometary nuclei, must be regarded with appropriate
skeptic'sinby contemporary astronomer,. Nevertheless, the data have
served many researchers a,_a departure f:o__ which to pursue their
O investigationsand have been libcrallyused as background and source
material for parts of the present report. Part Three of Vsekhsvyatskii
gives a chronological listof all cometary observations, largely in nar-
rative form and with a structure not always convenient for rapid assimila-
tion of readers of this r port. The following pages reproduce the Ex-
planatory Notes and Bibliographic Abbreviations for Part Three and the
relativelymodern entries for Encke only, beginning with the perihelion
passage of i885 that opened the second, and present, century of Encke's
recorded history.*
':'Thisexcerpt is from the NASA-sponsored English translation(1964),
O NASA TT F-80, Office of Technical Se2vices OTS 62 :i03, of
Vsekhsvyatskii's work.
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I. Part Three
OBSERVATIONS AND PHYSIC&L CHARACTERISTICS
tr
Explanatory Notes
In this main part of the hook the cometary apparitio as are reviewed one
by one, and data given on the apparert motmn, observed d,stinctlve teatures
and dimensions, and the hr,ghtness. A short account el ubse 'sationa is
followed by references to the original i'westigations of the physical cl.arac-
teristlcs. While no claim is made to an exhaustive treatment, the data
brought together here shou _.'' surf me zo provide a basis far future research.
The Kiev Observatory Library provided most of the mate, ,el used here,
•e with occasional reference to the libraries of the Astronomical ".nstitute ira.
: Shternberg, and of the Moscow State University and Pt, tkovo Observatories.
The account of each ap,': rttion is presented acco,'ding to the same
scheme: date and circt, r, Jr.,ances of discovery; abrief description of the
• comet's heavenly itinerary (these enable one to make a rough reconstruction
of the visibility crndlt,oq:, at die various localities of ot,_ervation); specific
_ estimates of physical characteristms, mainly L,-ightness, head (hanJeter,
and tail lengll); and a description of variations ,nappt'arance durmgthe
"?' period of wslbliity.
.{ For the faint comets obst,rved during th,._ e,ghte(.nth and nineteenth cen-
t. turiet_ photometric ,'stmlates are almost entirely lacking. The total magi,_-
" tude _n t..._se cases was estimated, following I]oletscLek, from descriptions
__ of the object's appeara,ce durtw,g position determinations, allowing for con-
re' di' ns of visibility {cloudiness and transparency, po._ltion of the Moon,
background brightness, the kind of instru,_ent used, el,'vation of the comet
_. above tht. ho_'izon, etc. ). lndependfmt estimates base,l on descrlptiens by
._ different observers show that the error is ally 1,_s_ than 1 to 2m.
genel
"%
An attempt was m_,le to establish criteria for determining the apparent .I
brightness or, to be precise, upper arm lower limit:" for _t, from the esti-
mated head diameter, the ,trod of instrument and the magnification used.
Such formal relations leave out the effect of the prevailing conditions of
._ visibihty, and with this qualification the following criteria wer_ set up:
'__. 1. The total brightness of a eor-et barely made out with t;)e naked eye
on a clear moonless night with no twilight must have been at least 5m.5.
2. The brightness of a comet ob,_erved for position determination throug_
a 4-inch mermtan circle must have been at least 7-1_m.
3. A comet seen through a 3-inch telescope could not be fainter thP;, 9 re,
i_ 4. A comet bright enough to have had ,'.3 positior, determined through a
10-inch refractor with tiler micrometer, provided its diameter was >2',
could no;. be fainter than 10 to 10m.5.
" It is established beyo d any doubt t t nil,eteenth-eentury observers con-
sistently underestimated apparent brightness, because in their po_ition
determinations they on'.y referred to the central condensation.
b''xt, under References are given the main reports onobservatit, q
of physical features. This is followed by the name of the computer of the
orbit and the appropriate reference.
The next paragraph concisely reviews the determinations of the absolute
magmt.Je and other photo netric parameters. The val'Je of the reduced
head diameter D I (corresponding to A = 1 a. u.) is now given, averaged over
_ a certain time interval, as obtained from the apparent diameter D
" l) 1 = DA.
Both D and DI are given in minutes of arc. To convert into kilome',ers
-_.
•,. multiply D_ by 44,000.
_: If there was a tail, its maximum length S is given, like Hc!etschek did,
in a.u. Or, e readily verifies that _l_
"I J'Z
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where c is the a_)parent angular span of the tail, and k the phase angle (sub-
tended by Earth and Sun at the nucleus). Obviously
Cos k = rz* ,%2.R__22,2*a
where r, A are t e comet's hello- and gt'_centric distances, and 11the Earth-
Sun distance. AltL_natively,
• (p-r)( -a___._j},, Ptanl--_ p(mR) = _ (r + _ + R)
The account ends with notes on special investigations: determinations of
tail type, association with meteors, spectra, etc., with pertinent references.
Bringing up the rear for each apparition are r and A values for various
dates, which in the majority of cases were obtained from ephemerides and
D_flnition Number of
Clau ..... Mean mag.itude
Brightness Diameter objects
.......... d
1 extremely faint 3-4" 251 lOmb9
II very faint 10-|2" 108 10.9
Ill quite faint 20-30" 6 I 11.4 (?)
IV faint 20-30" 28 9.8
V somewha! faint .50-00" 17 ] 9.9
h
VI UplWeelably 50-60' 18 9.0
bright _-_
VII rather bright 3-4' -
VIII bright 3-4'
IX very bright 8-10'
X uncommonly >20'
_--- [.bright
as such their accuracy occasionally leaves much to be desired. They are
given to within 0.01 a.u. over the entire period of observations and may be
used for rough computations.
In some cases (e. g., Comet 1879 HI) W. Herschelts classes are cited
(also used by J. Herschel) which grade the brightness and size of nebulae
and star clusters. Their definitions are reproduced above from the NGC.
as given by Dreyer. To this we append the distribution of objects in
Holetschek's catalogue* according to those classes and the mean magn/tude
based on the data of that catalogue. The scatter in magnitudes within each
class is considerable (they range from 9 to 12 m in Class I). Holetschek's
magnitude scale corresponds closely that of the BD.
* Holeuehek,L -WienStw.Ann.,Z0Ilt4*IISl, 1907.
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• 1885 1 (1884f). The twenty-fourth recorded apparition of the Comet
Encke-Backlund. Discovered according to Backlundts ephemeris by Tempel "_
(Arcetri) on 13 Dec. 1884; after that, observed only on 2 Jan. 1885 by .J
Trepier (Algiers), Young (Princeh_n) and Barnard (Nashvi'lle). Discovered
between Aquarms and Pegasus; in January and Febt uary 1_185, moved east
in Pisces; at thebeginnmg of Marctl, located in Pisces; at the end of March,
descended to Aquarius, moving west; mAprfl moved slowly through
Aquarius.
Upon disc(_very,appeared as a faintnebulous glow (11 to 12'").3Jan.
1885, Tempcl reported the comet to be hrlghter and larger than previously,
appearing as a faintnebula through a small seeker. At the begimung of
January, described by observers m Strasbourg and Paris as a very faint
nebula; D--I to I'.5,no nucleus. 9Jan., observers inGcncvaandStrasbourg
reported considerable decrease in brightnesson passing near a 10'nstar
(9 to 10m); measured_vitha (;-inchequatorml. 17 Jan., Comet Encke was
largcr than Comet Wolf but less condensed; Comet Wolf was more easily
observed.
At the end of January and in February, brightness increased considerably.
Observers in Munich reported thaton 2,Feb. the comet was incomparably
brighterthan on 16Jan. ; nucleus defimtelyobserved. On thatday, Iloletschek
estimated the comet at gin.5.'3, 5 and 8 Jan., Tempel (Arcetri)saw the
comet through a seeker"as a small nebula; rapid increase in brightness.
12 Feb. and 13 Feb., Tempel reported a fainttrace of a tail.Trepier
(Algiers)recorded .,;pectroscopicallythe formation of the tailbetween
11 Feb. -and12 Feb. ; 16 Feb., tailup to 15' long. Barnard (Nashville)
estimated the tail at 10 t on 11 Feb.; 13 Feb., 14 to 15' and 16 Feb., evpn
longer (17 to ltP'_). 21 Feb., Perigaut (Paris) withaCoud_, equatorial esti-
mated the comet as a circular 9" nebula; at that time Holetschek gave 7m
for the intrinsic brightness. 18 Jan., Schur (._trassburg), using an 18-inch
refractor, could easily see the comet on the horizon in spite of twilight and
haze; bright condensation. 31 Jan., bright comet; 4, 8 and 14 Feb., very "_
bright comet with strong condensation. 23 Feb., measured in bright twi- /
light in spite of the bright moon (5 to 6m?); 2 March, barely visible _,n the
horizon (5m?). After the perihelion passage, observed by Theme (Cordoba)
with an ll-inch refractor on 27 March and 28 March and from 14 April to
22 April. In March, exceptionally faint, disappearing under the slightest
illumination; in April, not fainter than 9 to 10r".
References: A.N., 110-115; M.N., 45; V.J.S., 20: 148: Berl. Ast.
Jahrb., 2, 3; A.N., 119: 63; I4oletschck IV, p. 80.
Orbit: Backlur.d.--Mc'm. Acad. Petersburg 34(8): 38; ephemeris: Berl.
Ast. Jahrb. 1.
Holetschektook: 3 Jan., m=12m; 2 Feb., 8m..5; 21 Feb., 9m; 2 March,
5m; 27 March, 7m; 22 April, 10m. 5 and obtained dl =7"_.8 to 10m.2. For
the beginning of February 1885, D1=2'.2 to2e.3; m January, Dz =1.1 to 2_;
end of February (during twilight observations), DI =0L8. In C.A.M., HI0 ffi
= 9m.7. Secular variations in brilliance were studied by S. K. Vsekhsvyatskii,
A. Zh., 2: 68. 1925; 3-1:283. 1§54; B.Yu Levin, A. Zh., 25: 246. 1948 and
Link, Ann. Aph., 2. 1948. Spectrum was observed by Trepier, C.R.,
100:616. 1885; 11 Feb. to 16 Feb., S=0.005 to 0.006.
(r, A): 13 Dec. 1884--(1.60, 1.42);..4 Jan. 1885--(1.32, .1.42); 20 Jan.--
(1.08, 1.35); 3 Feb. --(0.84, 1.22); 17 Feb. --(0.59, 1.02); 3 March--(4).37,
0.73); 28 March--(0.60, 0.86); 22 April--(1.05o I.II). 1_
• 1888 II (1888b). The twenty-fifth recorded apparition of the Comet
Encke-Backlund. Discovered according to Backlund's and Serafimov t s =,
ephemeris by Tebbutt (Windsor) on the evening of 8 July. Located moving
south-east in Cancer; in the second half of July, passed through Sextans
and Crater; in August, moved through Corvus, Hydra a.d Centaurus. 8July,
(10 days after the perihelion passage) Tebbutt spotted the bright Pircular
comet with a well developed condensation I'in diameter; coma over 8'in _
diameter. Rapid decrease in brightness; measuremtnts in Australia dis- I tJ-iO
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continued on 1 Aug. 15 July and 18 July, very fa/nt due to ftr,,t-qusrter
Moon; 25 July, no Moon, but very faint and diffuse; no condensation; D-2'(8 to 9m). 31 July and I Aug., exceptionally faint; measured with great
difficulty on an 8-inch refractor (9 to 10m). 3 Aug. to 9 Aug., Finlay (Cape)
observed the comet as a faint luminous spot with D • 2', no noticeable con-
densation. Under the least illumination, almost impossible to observe.
The comet and the reticle, simultaneously (9 to 10m). 28 July to 28 Aug.,
measured in Cordoba; very faint during the last days and hardly visible on
25 Aug. (10 to llm).
References: A.N., 119, 120, 122; M.N., 49; A.J., 9; V.J.S., 24;
Holetschek IV, p. 82.
Orbit: Backlund and Seraphimoff.--A. N. 119:174
Holetucheko taking m ,, 6m on 8 July and m • 10m.5 on 25 Aug., adopt'd
HI-Tin.9 and 10".1. In C.A.M., H|0-gm.7; 25 July Di- 1'.5; no tail.
(r, A): 8 July --(0.43, 0.98); 25 July --(0.73, 0.73); 3 Aug. --(0.89, 0.72);
25 Aug. --(1.24, 0.95);
• 1891 III (1891d). The twenty-sixth recorded apparition of the Comet
Encke-Barklund. Spotted by Barnard (Lick Obs.) fJn 1 Aug. with a 36-inch
refractor: D = 3/4', brightness 16"_.75 [s|_]. Locatt:din Taurus, movinge_st,
at the beginning of September, }ocated in Gemini; in September and the
beginning of October, p_ssed through Cancer and Leo; 12 Oct., located Jr,
Virgo.
Rapid increase in brightness; 3 Sept., Witt (Berlin) described it as very
bright und large. 5 Sept., Luther (Hamburg) described the comet as a
bright, large nebulous mass with a condensation but no starlike nucleus.
7 Sept., unclear though very bright ,ebula; D =2'; nucleus 11r" (8 to 9m).
12 Sept., bright with an lira.5 nt_c]eus; 29 Sept., very bright with an 8_
nucleus (6 to 7m); _0 Sept., tlm central condensation. 4 Oct., brighter
than Comet Wolf in spite ()f low altitude; nucleus 9m; 5 Oct., nucleus some-
what brighter than 9n'.l. Numerous brightness estimates made by Holetschek
(Vienna) with a 6 1/2-inch _'efractoJ. and a 3.7-cm seeker. 9 Sept., appearedthrough seeker as an 8m.l star; 13 Sept., 8m.0; 14 Sept., nebulous star of
6.5 to 7z"through seckel'; 25 Sept., because of the Moon, only the brighter
part.visible (brighter than 7m.5). 30 Sept., after emerging above the horizon,
appeared through a seeker as only 0m.5 fainter than k Leonis (6m.3). 2 Oct,,
disappeared in twilight simultaneously withk Leonis (6m). 11 Oct. and
12 Oct., remained visible more than 20 minutes after sunrise (5 to 6m).
27 Sept. and I Oct., Knopf (Jena) described the comet as equal to the
Andromeda Nebula (4 to 5m).
3 Oct., Rentz (Pulkovo) observed in twilight a narrow long curving tail
up to 15' long. 5 Oct., 8' tail when very low in thesky; intrinsic brightness
of the coma 6 to 7m; nucleus observed occasionally (6m). llOct., lnOztord,
observed in bright twilight when no star fainter than 7m was visible (5 to 6m).
Not observed aftt;r the perihelion passage.
References: A.N., 127-132; M,N., 52; WienStw. Ann., d;
Holetschek IV, p. 83.
Orbit: Bacldund. --A. N., 127: 428.
Holetschek estimated Hi from 14m.8 (2 Aug.) to 7m,6 (Septembe;.-October).
In C.A.M., Hl0=9".l; y-8.6; Hy=Sm.7. In Sept., Di-2'.0; 3Oct., S=0.005.
Tall apparezltly type I.
(r, A): 1 Aug. --(1.53, 1.60); ltl Aug. --(1.29, 1.28); 10 Sept. --(0.93,
0.96); 30 Sept. --(0.57, 0.96); 12 Oct. --(0.38, 1.14) ......
• 1998 1 (1894d). The twenty-seventh recorded apparition of the Comet
gncke-Backlund. Discovered on 31 Oct. according to Backltmd's ephemeris
by PerroUn (Nice} with a 76-cm refractor and by Wolf (Heidelberg) photo-
graphir'ally; discovered independently on I Nov. by Cherulll (Teramo).
Located in Pegasus, slowly moving south-west; at the end of December,
located between it Pegasl and a &quarll; in January, passed throughAquarlus;
in February, located in Cap.'icornus.
3-II
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Upon discovery, exceptionallyfaintcomet; inDecember, could be ob-
served with medium-power telescopes. 31 Oct., m = 13m; very diffuse tail; "_
Holetschek took 12m.5. 18 Nov., intrinsic brightness, 12m; 22 Nov. and ,J
23 Nov., llm.7; 2 Dec., 10m. 5; at that time, Le Cadet gave D=5'. 10 Dec.,
visible with difficulty in nearly full moon; 17 Dec., well visible through
"_, small seeker; estimated 8m.7. 22 Dec., central condensatidn, no starlike
8 m.
_ nucleus (8m.5). 23 Dec., m • 8m.3; 95 Dec., 8m.3 to 8m.2; 26 Dec., 1;
_ 28 Dec., m - 8"'.0 (from four comparison stars); 31 Dec.', 7m.0 through
i seeker; 13 Jan. and 15 Jan. 1895, m "6m.6 through seeker (by comparisonwith stars); 17 Jan , 6m.3; 24 Jan , 5 to 5m 5 at low altitude in evening
"twilight; 25 _i_., still visible. Last position determination by Robinson
(Oxford). 28 Dec., Winkler (Jena) gave D=3'; 15 Jan. and 18 Jan. 1895,
Schwab (Kremsm_nster) gave D = 2'. In January, Sperra apparently saw
the comet with the naked eye; at that time, a.tail 1" long; 15 Jan., a tail
1 1/2" long was reported from Northsfield. Not observed after the peri-
helion passage.
References: A.N.0 136-138; A.J., 15-17; M.N., 55; V.J.S., 30, 31;
Holetsc}'ek IV, p. 86.
Orbit: Backlund. -.M_m. Acad. Petersburg, 8.
Holetschek's estimates give HI-values between lln'.5 and 8m.0. In C.A.M.,
y=10.3, I]yf9m.3andHl0fgm.3. In Dec. 1894 and Jan. 1895, D!_4'.5 to I'.4;
15 Jan. 1885. S = 0.019.
(r, A): 31 Oct. --(1.75, 0.91); 23"i_Iov. --(1.47, 0.90); 17 Dec. --(1.12,
6.89); 31 Dec. i894 --(0.89, 0.84); 14 Jan. 1895--(0.64, 0.73); 25 Jan. --
(0.45. 0.62).
• 1898 III'(1898d). The twenty-eighth recorded apparition of Comet Encke-
Backlund. Spotted on the evening of 7 June by Grigg (Thames, New Zealand)
according to his own ephemeris position only 3" above the horizon; II June,
"_t Tebbutt (Windsor} discovered the comet according to A. lvanov's ephemeris. "_
Located in Gemini, moving rapidly south; crossed Canis Minor and
Monoceros, passing south of Hydra and moving in Centaurus in July.
Upon discovery, well visible In twilight through a 4 1/2-inch refractor
(6m); 25 June and 26 June, observed only through an 8-inch telescope,
though still visible with g_eat difficulty through a 4 i/2-ioch refractor;
appeared as a faint spot with D = 2 to 3'. 27 June, invisible even through
an 8-inch telescope. 10 July, having left the twilight region, the comet was
visible with periphereal vision in an absolutely clear, moonless sky and as
a faint white spot 5 to 6' in diameter.
l References: A.N., 146, 147; M.N., 59; V.J.S., 34; HoletscheklV,
F, 88.
Orbit: O. Backlund. --M_m. Acad. Petersburg, 8(2). The apparition
was similar to that of 1865 ll.
= Taking m =6, 8 and 9 to 10m for 11 June, 26 June and l0 July, respec-
tively, tloletschek obtained Hi = 8m.5, 10m.8 and 12m.2. in A. Zh., 4:298
and C.A.M., 111o= 10m.7; Dt = 0'.9 to 1'.5.
i (r, 4): 7 June --(0.45, 0.72); 26 June--(0.79, 0.35); 10 July ---(l.03, 0.28).
• 1901 II (1901b). The twenty ninth recorded apparition of Comet Encke.
i Spotted near Thonberg's ephemeris position by Wilson (Northsfleld) on the
mo,'ning of 5 Aug. LocatJJ in Auriga, moved through Gemini (August),
J Cancer (end of August) and Leo (beginning of September) and then passed
rapidly to Opbiuchus (October).
8 Aug., observers in K_nigsberg and Heidelberg reported a very diffuse
comet lacking any sharp nucleus, D= I'; 9 Aug., centrvl condensation,
nonhomogeneous nebula; 11 Aug., nucleus more obvious. 17 Aug., Abettt
(Arcetri) reported bright, apparently elongated comet; 19 Aug., nebula
with D = 1'.5, as bright as an 8m.0 comparison star. According to Holetschsk,
' 18 Aug., m = Bin.i; 19 Aug., 7m.7; 22 Aug. and 23 Aug. 7m.5 to 7m.6;25Aug.,
8m; 2 Sept., in bright twilight, 6m.5. At that time the nucleus increased in
,,,V
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"_ brightness from 9m.5 to 8m. D • 1_. Brightness estimates were also made
_ _ in Strasbourg and Bamberg. 1 Sept., Cerulli (Teramo) reported traces of
_' W a tail at P, 250". 4 Sept., measured last in bright twilight, at K_nigsberg.
_i At the beginning of October• Tebbutt (Windsor) failed to detect the comet
.t,
j_._ in ev,ening twilight (fainter than 8 to 9m).References: A.N.• 156-169; A.J.• 21; V.3.S.• 37, 38; HoletscheklV•
_ p. 90
_ Orbit: Backlund. --M_m. Acad. Petersburg, 8(2).
•_. Holetschek, making use cf hle own estimates and those of other observers•
I obtained Ht • 7m.6 to 8m.5; ,mcleus 9m. I to I0 m. In C. A. M., H_0 • 9m.I.
/ g Aug. to 18 Aug., Dz- 1_.4 to 1'.7; 22 Aug. to _,4 Aug.• 2'.5. S>0.
_" (r• A): 5 Aug. --(0.98, 1.42); 15 Aug. --(0.81, 1.31); 25 Aug. --(0.63,
_ 1.26); 4 Sept. --(0.4fl• _.27).
_, • 1906 1 (1904b). The thirtieth recorded apparit'ion of Comet Encke-Backlund. D'-scovered according to Kamienski and Okullch's phemeris
_' by Kopff (K_nlgstuhl) on II Sept. 1900 on a plate exposed for 3 I/Z hours.
_ Upon.discovery, very faint and dllfuse; according to Wolf• m • 12m.o to
12m.3 (photographic); visually observed from the end of October. Located
in Pisces; moved west through Andromedo (October), Pegasus (November}•
l)elphinus and Aquila (December). Not observed after the perihelion passage.
26 Oct., Wolf, using 2-hour exposures on the Brusov telescope, photo-
graphed a faint tail extending north _11_m.5). 29 Oct. and 30 Oct., Holetechek
failed to detect the comet with a 6-inch refractor; 8 Nov., first observation:
a very faint diffuse mass, Dr3*, condensation, m_llm; 13Nov.• m_10m.5;
25 Nov. nucleus 10.5 to llm° D_8' (through small seeker, an exceedingly
faint nebula of 9m.0); 26 Nov. and 27 Nov., m:,8=.6; 26 Nov.• m"gm.4
(through seeker}• D= 5', nucleus I0m. 29 Nov. ,- m • 8_.3. D= 7'. cor_densa-
tion 10m; 4 Dec., through seeker• large nebuious mass of 6m.5 to 8".0•
D= 7', condensation I0 m. 9 Dec. • m =6m.2 (through seeker); fainter titan
13 Delphinl• which V. Stru _ in 1828 dcscrit,:d as equal to the comet when
viewed with the naked considerably fainter than M 15 (6m.2). I0 Dec.eye;
m • 6m.0 (seeker), D • 5', condensation 9.5 to 10m; 16 Dec., m • 6m.2
;. (through binoculars 5.5 to 6m)0 D • 5', condensation 8 to 8m.5, rud/ments of
a tail; 22 Dec., appeared brighter through seeker than 42 Aqutlae (5m.51.
D_5'; 23 Dec. • m • 5".3, condensation _ 6m.3; 27 Dec., m • 5 to _".3, ct,n-
._ densation 8m (through 3 I/2-1nch refractor}.
30 Oct. 0 Hartwlg (Bamberg) estimated D • I0'; 8 Dec., Nijland (Utrecht}
_ gave m • 7m.6 through binoculars; 22 Dec., 6m.5; 17 Dec., Abettl (Arcetri)
!. estimated m • 5m.7 through binoculars. 14 Nov.. Wirtz saw a wide fan-
"_ shaped diffuse tail and a jet 3'.5 long at P = 270"; 9 Dec., m = 6m.5 (seeker);
:5 14 Dec.• wide tall at P-270"; 17 Dec., m -gm.l, D-4'.5, tail (jet) 4'.5 long
.? (P=250"); 5 Dec., "fan" also reported by Barnard; 2 Dec. to 2)0 Dec., ob-
_-' served by Grachev (Kazan'). !
_' References: A.N., 166-173; A.N., 181; M.N., 6S, 68; Izv. Russ.
_' /_str. Soc., 13(8) 1908; V.J.S., 40• 41; Holetsc_ _KIV, p, 93.
/ Orbit: Backlund. --M_m. Acad. Petersburg, 91")).
_ From all the estimates. Holetschek obtained H_ ranging from 13m.8 to
_ 7m.9. S. Vsekhsvyatskli, A. Zh., 4: 298. 1927, obtained y : 14.50 He • 9m.8,
_:" HI0 • 9m.8; same figures in C.A.M. In Oct. and Nov., I)_ • f_'.7 to 3'.6; in
_ Dec.. 2o.4.
_%- (r, /I): II Sept. --(2.04o 1.21); II Oct. --(1.67, 0.74); 13 Nov. --_1.27,
¢. 0.51); 29 Nov. --.(1.03, 0.49); 10 Dec. -{0.84, 0.48); 2T Dec. --(0.53, ..._I).
_:' _ -- --- -ms,mm=m,
'-_ • 1908 [ (1908b). The th!rty-flr'Jt recorded appariUon of the short-period
Comet Encke-_scl_Itw, d. Not detected before the perihelion passage, in
spite of the search undertaken in December 1907 and January 1908 by Wolf
(Heidelberg} and in March and May 1908 by Holotschek (Vienna). The object
detected by Wolf on 2 ,Tan. 1908 cannot be identlfle_ with Comet Encke.
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\Discovered according to Kamienskits ephemeris by Woodgate (Cape) on
27 May; observed photographicallytill5 June when locatedinErldanus
and Cetus; very fainton plates. 3 June to8 June, measured by Ross
(Melbourne) on a 12-inch reflector;he estimated rn=9m, D •3t.
References: A.N., 177, q78; B.A.A.J., 18; V.J.S., 44; Holetschek
IV, p.96.
Orbit: Backlund.--M_rn. Acad. Petersburg, 8(2).
Holetschek took rn= 8_ at the beginningof June and obtained Hi •10=".6;
inC.A.M., Hlq= 10=".8.2 June to 7 June D = 1'.0.
(r, A): 27 May--(0.72, 0.39);8 June--(0.93, 0.34).
• 1911 Ill(1911d). The thirty-secondrecorded apparitionof the short-
period Comet Encke. Discovered according to Backhmd_s ephemeris by
Gonnessiat (Algiers)on 31 July. VisibleinGemini before sunrise, at 3°
above the horizon; a white° condensed spot 30" indiameter; disappeared
in the morning glow simultaneously with 10m stars.
I Aug., inthe morning, visibleon the horizon as a 9n'star; inthe dark,
7 to8m; 2 Aug. and 3 Aug., not observed. After the perihelionpassage,
observed photographicallyatJohannesburg and the Cape; locatedinLeo
and Virgo. 3 Sept. to 8 Sept., Wood gave m =9"'.5;9 Sept. to24 Sept.,
measured by Ristenpart(Santiago)with a 24-cm refractor. 23 Sept. and
?4 Sept., at the visibility threshold (10 to llm); at that time, D=I/2'.
_isible on 25 Sept. but impossible to measure.
References: A.N., 189-192; M.N., 72; V.J.._., 47, 48; Holetschek IV
p. 98.
Orbit: Backlund. --A. N. o 190:49. The precalculated data were quite
erroneous apparently because of a misprint in recording the eccentricity.
Holetschek adopted }Ii = 8.0 to 10m.4; Vsekhsvyatskli estimated Hi0 = 10m.2;
Same magnitude given in C. A.M. DI = 0'.7 (in morning glow; apparently the
central condensation only).
(r, A): 31 July --(0.59, 1.45); 1 Sept. --(0.48, 1.26); 13 Sept. --(0.70,
1.26); 25 Sept. --(0.93, 1.35). J
• 1914 Vl (1914d). The thirty-thirdrecorded apparitionof the short-period
Cornet Encke. Detected by Barnard (Yerkes Obs.) on 17 Sept. and independ-
entlyby _.eujmin (Simels)on 20 Sept. and Thiele (Bergedorf) on 29 Sept.,
in allcases according to Matkiewicz's ephemeris. Upon discovery inSirneis
and Bergedorf, estimated at 14m.0; D = 30". Located inPerseus, moving
north-east; inOctober, passed through Auriga, Lynx and Ursa Major; in
November, traversed Coma Berenices and Virgo, moving to conjunchon
with the Sun.
14 Oct., observed by Silbernagel(Munich) as an elongated nebula without
traces ofcondensation; negligiblesurface brightness; visiblethrough a
seeker; estimated at 9m.5. 11 Oct. to21 Oct., photographed by Tikhov
(Pulkovo) on the Bredikhin astrograph and a small camera. According to
Murashkinskii, 13Oct., rn=9m.9; 21 Oct., 9m.0. Plates showed the motion
of a protuberance in the comet's nucleus. 25 Oct., spottedby Holetschek
(Vienna) as a comparatively brightnebula with a very eccentric nuclear
condensationof 10'_;nebula 8 to 10tlong and 5 to 6twide; through a small
seeker, the intrins.¢brightness was estimated at 7m.5. 27 Oct., stillvislble;
m =?m; size 10'x 7_. I.October and November, photographed by Kostinskii
(Pulkovo)on a normal astrograph. 6 Nov., Steavenson (London) observed the
comet easilythrough binoculars; a starlikenucleus of 8m.5 (6 to 7m). Plates
taken by Barnard on 26 Oct. showed a slightlycurved tail2'wide; 29 Oct. 0
D = 18'.75;2? Oct., a narrow straighttailover 1"long.
22 Sept.,1916..on photographs ofthe presumed locationof Comet Encke
according to Kritzinger'sephemeris, Wolf (K_nigstuhl)discovered a 18m.S
objectpossessing the same motion as Comet Encke. Viljev,proceeding
from the orbitcorrections introducedby the Pulkovo observations, objected
to the identity of the observed object with comet Encke.
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4 _'eferences: A.N.: 199-208; M.N., 75; Pop. .Astr. , 22, 23; Bull.
_ Pc_lkovc, 8(83); Holetschek IV, p. 99.
,_. _ Orbit: Matkiewlcz. --A. N., 199: 427.
Holetschek from his own estimates, for 25 Oct. and 27 Oct. gave HI • 9.9
to 10ra.2; in V. II, HI0 = 10m.0; in C. A. M., Hie • 10m.l. The same values were
given in the most recent publication, A. Zh.° 31: 282. 1954. In Oct., DI • 1'.9
to 2'.9; 27 Nov., S = 0.012.
Judging from the shape, the tail was of type I.
17 Oct. and 20 Oct. ° spectra photographed by Tikhov, A.N., ass: 279.
with an objective prism. Pulkovo plates were investigated by S.K.
Vsekhsvyatskii, Bull. Poulkovo_ 15(6); high relative intensity of CN emis-
sion (3883_) and of Raffeti bands (4050_) in comparison with the C band
4735L
(r, /l): 17 Sept. --(1.53, 0.83); 26 Sept. --(1.42, 0.69); 12 Oct. --(I.19,
L 0.42); 28 Oct. --(0.93, 0.29), 23 Nov. --(0.46, 0.67).
• 1918 I (1917c). The thirty-fourth recorded apparition of the short-period
:_ Comet Encke. Located according to Viljev's ephemeris by Schorr (Bergedorf)
on plates taken with a reflector on 30 Dec. 1917; a 15m nucleus; Dffi20".
Located in Pisces, moving east; at the end of February 1918, located near
_! q Piscium; moved through Aquarius after' the perihelion passage on 24 March.Photographed in Bergedorf. 14 Jan. 1918, two condensations observed
in the coma; the fainter one 15" south-east of the main one. 16 Feb., a
_ diffure lira.5 nucleus; D ffi0'.7. 25 Feb., visible through a seeker (10m).
Schorr observed the comet with a 26-crn refractor. 5 March, diffuse 9m.5
' nucleus; Dr0'.7. 14 March, diffuse 7m.5 nucleu,_; 15 March and 16 March,
m = 7m._; low in the sky, observed through tree branches. 1 March and
_; 2 March, van Biesbroeck (Yerkes Obs.) saw a circular nebula D ffi0'.92
(central condensation ?); nl = 7m.8 througtl a 3-inch seeker. In March, ob-
. served in Greenwich. 1 March, D =2'. 9 March, more condetlsed; m =8m.3.
12 March, m = 7m.7; D = 1'.5. In January, observed in Tacubaya.
After the perihelion pas-_ge, observed in Melbourne from 17 April to¢
21 April; 17 April, no definite nuc'_eus; 20 April, faint and diffuse.
References: A.N., 204-207; A.J., 32; M.N., 78; Pulkovo Bull.,
: 14: 123.
Orbit: Viljev. --A. N., 205: 124.
In C.A.M., H10fl0m.6. When r=0.6, llz0=9m.9 according to Vsekhsvyatskii. --
A.Zh., 31:286. In March, Dr=2'.5.
(r, _): 30 Dec. 1917--(1.60, 1.67); 14 Jan. 1918--(1.41, 1.66); 3 Feb. --
(1.11, 1.56); 19 Feb. --(0.85, 1.39); 7 March --(0.56, 1.12); 15 March --
i (0.42, 0.93); 16 April--(0.66, 0.74); 28 April--(0.87, 0.84).
_ • 1921 IV (1921d). The' thirty-fifth observed apparition of the short-p_-iod
Comet Encke. Detected by Skj_.]lerup and Reid (Cape Observatory) on 27July
(8 to 9m.5) _,_ an 8 to 9r_.5 object in Scxtans near the horizon. Moved south-
cast: 13 Aug., locat_,d in Corvus.
Observed only in Capetown, Johannesburg and also in Santiago with a
9-inch refractor. 7 Aug., no nucleus, faint object inconvenient for meas-
uring; much fainter and diffuse than Comet Pons-Winneckc on the same
night (9.5 to 10_). 8 Aug., very faint; difficult to measure (10 to 10m.5).
13 Aug., very faint (10.5 to 11m.5). 22 Aug. and 23 Aug., not spotted in a
dark sky (fainter than 12m.0). 30 July, reported in Santiago asadifl'usenebula
with a bright condensation. 9 Aug. and 10 Aug., difficult to observe through
• a 28-cm refractor.
References: A,N., 214, 219; B.Z., 3; Pulkovo Bull.° 14: 123.
'_: Orbit: Matkiewicz. --M. N. 92: 269.
_ In E-I, Ilto _ 10m.8; proceeding from these estimates, Hto- lira.2 to lira.5.
: (r, _): 27 July --(0.50, 0.99); 6 Aug. --(0.67, 0.90); 14 Aug. --(0.82° 0.88).
_" _ Assumed second apparition of the short-period Comet Neujmin (2).
Neujmin showed that the 15 to 16m object observed on 16 June 1921 on double-
astrograptt plates was not Comet Neujmin (2). Circ. Pulkovo Obs., 32: 27.
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| @ 1924 HI (1924b). The thlrty-sixth recorded apparition of the short-period
Comet Encke-Backlund. Discovered "_ccording to Matklewicz's cphemerls
by van Biesbroeck (Yerkes Obs.) on 31 July; estimated at 16m. llegistered
at the same time by Merton (Greenwich) on a 30-inch reflector plate as a
15m object. Later, the cornet was also discovered on a/)late taken on
; 28 July; m ffi17m. Located near Pleiades, moving north=east through Perseus
(August), Auriga (September), Leo and Virgo (October), as itapproached
- conjunction with the Sun.
_ Upon discovery, van Biesbroeck reported an elongation at P = 60*. 24 Aug.,
faint diffuse nebula with a hardly noticeable condensation. D = 0'.3, m = 15m;
28 Aug,, D= 1'.3, m= 14m.5. 3 Sept., visible through a 4-inch seeker as a
faintnebula with a 15m nucleus and a short I'.5tailat P =80*; 16 Sept.easily
visiblethrough a 4-inch seeker, m=l] m, diffusenucleusl 2-ISept., m=9m.0
through a seeker, inspiteof moonlight; head extending east over 2_from
the nucleus. 23 Sept., m = 8m.8 (seeker), nucleus 12m. 5 Oct., photographs
taken with a 24-inch reflectorshowed, apart from the wide tail,a faint,
narrow, slightlyserpentine taftat P = 305° (8_from the nucleus). 7 Oct.,
m = 8m?; coma extendingeast over 2_from the nucleus• 13Oct., m = 7m.0;
17 Oct., 7m.0; 20 Oct., 6m.8, yet hardly visiblewhen low in the sky.
5 Sept•, observed b_;Dubyago (Kazant): m = 12m.5, D= 2t. 23 Sept. to
5 Oct., Vorontsov-VePyaminov and Vsekhsvyatskli (Kuchino)described
the comet as a circularnebula, D= 2', varying inbrightness from 9m.0 to
8m.1. 26 Sept., Plakidis(Athe.ns)estimated 8m.5 through a seeker. 4 Oct.,
8m.0; eccentric condensation with a 12m.5 to 13m•0nucleus. 7 Oct., 7.m.5;
9Oct.. 7m.0, l.')=ll.5.
_ 3 Sept., Bower (Washington) reported m = 13m; comet diffuseinappear-
ance under poor visibilityconditions• 14 Oct., 8m.0. 21 Oct., a 20_tailin
twilight:P =303 °. Photographed by Kostinskii(Puikovo)on a normal astro-
graph and by Jeffers(Lick Obs.), who gave D= 2' on 28 Sept. Observed
falseatBergedorf, Pulkovo, Moscow, Vienna, Algiers, Sonneberg and
Copenhagen• Measured lastat the Yerkes Observatory ou 24 Oct. ina
brightsky.
References: B.Z., 6; A.N., 222-226; A.J., 36; J.Obs., 7; M.N.,
85_ V.J.S.. 60.
_i Orbit: MatkiewJcz. --Izv. Pulkovo Obs., 14: 123.
From h,_ own estimates, van Biesbroeck obtained y--15, Ill0= 11m.5.
Vsekhsvyats,'ii.A.Zh., 4:300, using the photometric estimates of
Vorontsov-VcPyaminov and his own estimates obtained HI0 =9.6 to 10m3;
InC. A. M ,1110= 10m.v. Inhis lastreappraisal Vsekhsvyatskii, A. Zh.,
31:287, obtamt.d on the average Ill0= I0m.68. In Sept. antiOct., D I=2_.3.
21 Oct., _J= 0.0O6.
Spectrum photographed by 'rtkbov,A.N., 223:27, with a 13" prism on
the Bredikhm astrograph. These spectrograms were investigatedphoto-
metrically by Vsekhsvyatskii, Izv. Pulkovo Obs., 15(6).
(r, A): 31 July--(l.71, 1.7i); 17 Aug, --(1.49, 1.35); 2 Sept. --(1.27,
1.05), 18 Sept. --(1.02, 0.82); 4 Oct. --(0.74, 0.76); 24 Oct. --(0.41, 1.03).
• 19_8 II (1927h). The thirty-seventh recorded apparition of the snort-
period Comet Encke-Backlund. Discovered according to Matkiewicz_s
ephemeris by van Biesbroeck (¥erkes Obs.) on 13 Nov. 1927 as a circular
nebula, D =24", m = 16m. distinct nucleus.
After discovery, spotted on plates of 19 Oct. and 20 Oct. as a 17m object.
Located in the south-east part of Pegasus, slowly retrogressed; in January,
" passed through Pisces; in February, rapidly descended south, moving
throughAquarius and Capri_0rnus.
Before the perihelion passage, spotted and observed on 17 Jan. 1928 by
Tikhov (Pulknvo) on the Bredikhin astrograph and by Pokrovskii on the 15-
inch refractor. 20 Jan. and 23 Jan., photographed by Deich on the normal
aatrograph; estimated at 9m.5 with an 11m.0 nucleus. 23 Jan., Tikhov.ob-.
!,il tained a high-quality spectrogram with an objective prism mounted on theBredlkhin astrograph; the spectrogram showed all the characteristic cometary
:'!
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bands. 4 Feb. and 5 Feb., Martynov and Dubyago (Kazan') reported a 4 to
t 8'tailand a clear imcleus. At thattime, van Biesbroeck's photographsshowed a clear nucleus and a wide 5_tai'.point ngwest; m • 8m. InJanuary
and February, Steavenson reported m -6m; nearly circular D =2', an almost
starlikenucleus sltuatedeccentricallyon the eastern s_de of the coma. La6t
observat:on bef_r"_conjunctionwith the _iunwas by van Biesbroeck on 12Feb.
when the comet was a nebulous 8m objectlow inthe sky soon after _unset.
After the conjunction,observed photographicallyinJohannesburg from
20 March to 3 April as an II to 12m object.
Refer,.'nces: B.Z.° 9; A.N., 231-233, 236; M.N., 88; Obs., 51;
Pop. Astr., 35, 36; A.J., 38; V.J.S., 64-66; Izv. PulkovoObs.° 14:6.
Orbit: Mitk'ewicz. --A.N., 231: 11.
In E-l, ace ,rdingtothe February estimates of van Biesbroeck, Hi0=
ffillm.0:nlakin_use ofallthe availableestimates, A.Zh., 31:281, Hl0(av)=
=11m.8, at r=0.6, HI0=10m.0. According to Link, HI0=12 m. InFeb., DI=
ffiI'.6°inMarch 0'.4.S =0.002. Tall types were not studied.
Spectrun. studied by Vsekhsvyatskii0 Izv. Pulkovo Obs., 15(129):6.
(r, A): )9Oct. --(2.06,1.11);13 Nov. --(1.78,1.09);10 Dec. Iq27--
{1.44,1.13)o19 Jan. 1928--(0.82,0.99);4 Feb. --{0.52,0.80);20 March
(0.82, 1.24); 7;_pril--(l.09° 1.40).
• 1931 II(_931a), The thirty-_.ightllrecorded r!_paritionof the short-period
Comet Encke-Backlund. Detected according ;_JM_ttkiewicz'ephemeris by
Bobone (Cordoba) the evening of 21 June as a 9n'.0nebula inCani_ Minor.
_,._ter,itwas learned thatthe comet had been d_scovered and measured on
i,rplat_.stak_-nby \_ood (Joban,esburg) on 14 June al_d16 June to 21 June;
observed atJohannesburg till17 Nov. Moved rapldly_outhea=t, receding
from perihelion;pass,d through Ifydraand Ccntaurus.
14 June, m_7 ';5 July and 6 July, falnt;14 .July,good image; 17 July,
xtry faint;5 July ano 17July, observed by Thomson (New Zealand), who
Q estimated m : 8 to9m.4; on a 15 July plateI_ohonecstimate,lm = 12m. InJanuary 1932 van Bicsbroeck failedto spot the comet.
References: B.Z., 13; A.N.° 243; Obs., 54; B.S.A.F., 46; A.J.,
41, 42; Izv. PulkovoOb_.0 14(123).
Orblt: Matkicw_cz. --A.N., 242: 141.
InC.A.M., Hl0=11m.0; A. Zh., 31:282, Hl0 = 11m.5 to 11m.3.
(r, ,_):14 Juzle--(0.4% 0.77);30 June --(0.72,0.43);18 July --(1.03,0.34).
• 1934 III (1934a). The thirty-ninth recorded apparition of the short-period
Comet Encke. Located according to Matkiewiczts ephemeris by Jeffers
(Lick Obs.) ona _late takenon 10 July with the Crossley reflector; a 15m
object near the Pleiades.
After discovery, van Blesbroeck (Yerkes Obs.) detected the comet on a
plate of 8 July. Moved east through Taurus, Auriga (July, August), Gemini,
Cancer (August), Leo (September), Virgo (September, October) and Libra
(October). Van Biesbroecl( reported m = 15m.5; a circular coma with D=15"
and very weak condensation• 15 July, m ffi15m, very diffuse coma, D > 24";
18 July, m : 14m.5, Dffi 18" no nucleus; 17 Aug., m • 9m.5, nucleus 10".5,
wide tail over 3' long at Pffi _0_; 18 Aug. to 21 Aug., m • 8.5 to 9".0, nucleus
9to 10m, D=lS". taxlat P-75°; 30 Aug., at dawn, m-6".3througha
comet seeker.
21 Aug., Jeflers gave m : 13m, D = 42". 9 Aug.. Kotsakis (Athens) des-
cribed the comet as very diffuse and irregular, m ffi13"; 12 Aug., m = 11m,
elongated, visible through an 8-cm seeker; 14 Aug., well visible through
a seeker (10m); 20 Aug., m ffi9".5; 29 Aug., Adamopulos (Athens) gave
m = 9".0. Also observed at _•ngelhardt Observatory, Kazan', Madrid and
other places.
0
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References: B.Z., 16; A.N., 252-254; Obs., 57; Pop. Astr,, 42, 45;
A.J., 45. tOr.bit: Matkiewicz. --Circ. Pulkovo Obs., 10.
In E-I, Hlo = llm.2; after reappraisal, Vsekhsvyatskii, A. Zh., 31: 287.
1954, gave H:o =llm.6. In July, Dl=0m.8; S> 0.0012.
(r, A): 8July--(1.41, 1.88); 25 July--(l.16, 1.59); 12 Aug. --(0.74, 1.34);
30 Aug. --(0.50, 1.27).
@ 1937 VI (1937h). The fortieth recorded apparition of the short-period
Comet Encke-Backlund. Spotted according to Crommelin and Matciewicz°s
ephemeris by Jeffers (Lick Obs.) on 3 Sept. as a diffuse 18m object in
Triangulum. Moving north-west, passed through Andromeda (Septe_ab_.',
October), Lacerta (November}, CygnUs, Vulpecula and &quila (Noven_b_c);
in December, located in Ophiuchus.
Jeffer's photographs in September and October showed a sharp nucl_.._
with a faint coma that on 9 Oct. extended into a 48" fan-shaped tail poff._ng
north-west. According to van Biesbroeck (Yerkes Obs.), 7 Oct., m = !,_,-_',
D ffi18", very well-developed condensation; 27 Oct., 13m.8 starlike nu._teu._
of 14m, coma elongated by 1' at P = 310.. 3 Nov., 12m; visible throug¢: -
4-inch seeker; a fan-shaped coma diverging at 70 to 260.; eccentric ,!' cleu3.
4 Nov., 11m ; nucleus appeared to be detached from the coma. 10 Nov., 20_r.;
a 13" nucleus at the apex of the coma; tail axis at P • 265". 24 Nov., 7".'_
29 Nov., 7m.6, diffuse coma tail at P =260"; 30 Nov., 6".0.
Photographs taken by Quenisset (Juvisy) on 25 Nov. and 29 Nov. s!:owed
a fan of jets towards the Sun and a coma elongated away from the Sun.
Beyer (Hamburg) 27 Oct. to 28 Nov. reported the brightness varying fro_
9m.5 to 6m.0; D_5 to 6'. According to Fedtke (K_nigsberg), 5 Dec., m • 6".2;
according to Loreta 4Bologna} and Rigollet (Nemours), 28 Nov.° m = 5".5. On
photographs taken by Stobbe on 27 Nov. and 28 Nov., mph_ = 5m.4, D • 25'.
The comet was sometimes visible to the naked eye at the beginning of
December; envelopes were observed on the sunward side. 6 Dec . Quenisset
described the comet as very bright when low over the horizon; m = 5m. _lr
Observed also at Warsaw, Nice, Tashkent, Turino, Pino Torin_se,
Birmingham, and other places.
References: B.Z., 19, 20; A.N., 265; Obs., 80, 61; M.N., 98; Pop.
Astr., 45, 46; A.J., 47; B. S.A.F., 51, 52; B.A.A.J., 46.
Orbit: Crommelin.- B.A.A. Hbk., 1937.
Beyer, A.N., 265: 46, gave y= 14.9, Hy= 10m.0; in E-IV, H0 = 12r.?,
y = 20, Hy ffi12'n.0 (very doubtful}. In the most recent publication
Vsekhsvyatskii, A. Zh. 0 31: 266, determined the mean pay _tmeter of the
comet for the epoch 1935: y= 14.6, Hy= 11m.5; for the 1937 apparition,
Hi0 = 10m.4. The mean brightness curve is represented sufficiently well by the
following formulas: H._ = 11zn.35 13_.7 (}f'r --1) and H_ = llm.0+6m.5 (r --1).
D_ = 1'.7 (visually in Oct. and Nov,), D_ = 8' (photographically in Nov.). S •
= 0.0006.
Spectrum photographed by Dufay, Ann. Aph., 11: 107, and studied by
Swings, Ann. Aph., 11: 128.
(r, A): 3 Sept.--41.98, 1.29}; 20Sept. --41.78, 0.95); 7Oct.--41.56,
0.62); 24 Nov. --(0.85, 0.30); 10 Dec. --(0.56, 0.45}.
• 1941 V (1941b). The forty-first recorded apparition of the short-period
Comet Encke. Photographic discovery by van Biesbroeck (Yerkes Obs.) on
19 Jan. ; a tiny 17" nebula in Pisces near Matkiewicz and Crommelin's
ephemeris position. Located near the horizon, remaining a faint diffuse
object in Pisces till March.
25 Jan., van Biesbroeckcstimated mf16m.5, Dffi21"; 16 Feb., 15m,
D=24"; 19 Feb. and 20 Feb., 14m.5 to 14m, Dffi36" to 42"; 1 March, 13m.
Coma appeared elongated to the Sun; activization apparently began when
r = 1. In summer should have been brighter and visible in the southern
hemisphere, but the comet was not observed after having emerged from the
solar rays.
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_'_ References: Pop. Astr., 49; H.A.C., 561; I.A.U.C., 844; A.J., 50;
_'i B.Z., 22. 23.:W Orbit: Makower. --M.N., I12(3).
,,, E-IV obtained, from van Bie_broeck's estimates, y = 19, Hy* llm.2,
'_ Ht0= 12m.4; sanle values obtained by Vsekllsvyat.',kii.InFeb., D1ffil'.ItoI'.9,
(r, A): 19 Jan. --{1.66,2.01); 17 Feb. --{1.26,1.90);5 March --(1.01,
1.74).
• 1947 Xl (194"/i). The forty-eecond recorded apparition of the short-
period Comet Encke, Discovered very close to Matkicw_cz' ephemeris by
Jeffers (Lick Obs.) on 14 Aug. as an 18m object with central condensation
D--2*. Located near Pleiades; moved north-east through Perseus (September),
Auriga (September, October); Lynx {October), Leo Minor, Leo (October)
and Virgo.
21 Sept., Jeffers reported m = 14m, starlike nucleus of 16m and a fan-
" shaped tail 42" long pointing north-east. In the mid(lie of October, van
' Biesbroeck (Yerkes Obs.) estimated m = IIm ; fan- shaped coma 4win diameter;
a clear nucleus; comet elongated V_ sunward. 12 Oct., Martynov (Engelhardt
* Obs.) reported m =9m. I0 Oct. to 12 Oct. Mazur and Pogozhevskl (Cracow)
<i gavem=9.0to8m.7; 14Oct. and 15Oct. 8n_.5; 20Oct., 7m.8; 25Oct.
_i 6m.8; 4 Nov., 7m.3; 8 Nov., 6m.8. 25 Oct., Rijves (Tartu) reported mffig.3
to 9m.7. 17 Oct., Giclas (l,owell Obs.) gave m ffi9"'.1; 4 Nov., 7m; 8 Nov.,
5m.3; 15 Nov., 5m. Beyer (Bergedorf) observed the comet from 12 Sept. to
._" 30 Oct. Last observation before disappearance in the solar rays was at
Tokyo; m = 5m.5.
"i References: H.A.C., 835 ff.; I.A.U.C.o 1103-1115; Astr. Tsirk.,
88ff.; P.A.S.P., 59; M.N., 108; A.J., 54, 55; Obs., 67
:,_ Orbit: Makower. --M. N., 112 (3).
":_ Vodop0yanova, from 40 estimates, obtained y = I4.8, Hy = 10m.9, Hi0 ffi
._ = 10m.6, Beyer, A. N,, 279: 51, from his own estimates, obtained y = 16,
.. ,_ Hy=gm,9. In Aug., I)1=3 _, in Oct., 1'.7. S=0.000R (anomalous sunward
U' tail or jet). Slit spectrograms obtained at the McDonald Observatory were
investigated by Swings, Ann. Aph., 11: 124.
(r, A): 14 Aug.--(1.84, 1.56); 14 Sept.--(1.46, 0.91); 10Oct.--(I.08,
_ 0.48); 25 Oct. --(0.83, 0.43); 8Nov. --{0.57, 0.61); 23 Nov. --(0.35, 0.99).
• 1951 llI (1950e). The forty-third recorded apparition of the short-period
Comet Encke. Detected on a plate of 21 July 1950by Cunningham (Mt. Wilson)
as a starlike object of 21m; 16 Aug. and 17 Aug. 0 20 m. Moved through Pisces
_ (June to September); then retrogressed through Pegasus (October, November)
and Pisces (January to March 1951).
In December 1950, a starlike nucleus of IBm and a faint coma of D • 1'.
:!_ 7 Jan. and 8 Jan. 1951. photographed by Rozhkovskii (Atma-Ata); m • 16m;
_, D = 3_.5; western edge relatively brighter, 26 Jan., Martynov (Engelhardt
_' Obs.) gave m -- 14m.5; I Feb., 13m.5; 6 Feb. and ? Feb., 13m, faint nucleus
and a coma on the sunward sidei 14 Feb., 11m (?). 11 Feb., Bakharev
(Stalinabad), using 7-cm binoculars estimated m • 11m at low altitude (8 to
10") and on bright background; D • 2 t. 19 Feb., 9m, central condensation;
25 Feb,, 8m.3; 2 March, 7m.4. 4 March, observations in Alma-Ata gay o
m=8 m.7; D=7'.
According to van Biesbroeck, I Nov. to 5 Nov. 1950, m • 17m.5, very
diffuse coma with D-30"; 13 Nov.° 14 to 17m; 11 Dec., 16m.5; 6 Jan. 1951,
14m, nucleus, fan-shaped coma over l' at P,, 300'; 8 Jan., 13m.5, wide fan-
shaped tail up to 2' long at P=260", nucleus; 2 Feb., 11m. tail at P=_90';
_ 5 Feb. to 8 Feb., I0m tailover 24" from the nucleus at P=270"; 28 Feb.,
°_. 8re.l, almost circular coma with D= I',5, nucleus; 5 March, 7m.l; I0 March,
i ~ 10m in moonlight.
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According toBeyer (Bergedorf), 25 Jan.. m = 11rn.0,nucleus 13m, D = 3°.5; 4_
30Jan., m=10m.6; 7 Feb., 10rn.2,D=4'.1; 21 Feb. and22 Feb., 8m.?°
nucleus I0m, D=6 _to 5'; 24 Feb. and25Feb., 8m.2, nucleus 10m.5, D=6 t .j
to 5'; 27 Feb. and 28 Feb., 7"_.9and 7m.8, D=6_.6, tall15_at P=50";
3 March, 7m.4, D=6', tail I0'; 4 _rch and 5 March, 7m.3 tO 7_.2, nucleus
9m.0, D=6 _, tail 15'; 6 March, 7m. 3, nucleus 8m. 8, D=5', tail 12'.
19 April, Johnson (Johannesbur V) observed the comet ar a diffuse object
with a faint 10m.0 nucleus; grew rapidly faint by the beglnmng of May. Ob-
served last by Jeffers (Lick Obs.) on ? Aug. 1951; m • 18m.
References: I.A.U.C., 1287; H.A.C., II15 ff.; Astr. Tsirk.,
IOS-116; M.N., 112; P,A.S.P., 63, 64; Pop. Astr., 58, 59; A.J., SS.
Orbit: Makower --M. N., 112(3}.
According to Vsekhsvyatskii, A. Zh., 31: 287, Hi0 = 12m.3; according to
Vodop'yanova (36 estimates}, y-- 13.7, Hy = Iim.9, HI0 = I Ira.9; noticeably
fainter after perihelion; Beyer's 14 observations, A.N., 282: 153, gave
y•6.8, Hy--9.8, h0=llm.8, D'5'; S=0.004.
(r, A): 21 July--(3.01, 2.70); 19 Aug. --(2.81, 2.10); 20 Sept. --(2.56,
1.59);23 Nov. 1950--(1.95, 1.43);2 Jan. 1951-{1.46, 1.52);3 Feb. --
(0.98,1.38);27 Feb. --(0.55,1.04);15 March--{0.34, 0.69);4 April-
(0.59,0.81);4 May --{1.11,1.06);7Aug. --{2.27.1.27). '
• 19_4 IX (1953f). The forty-fourth recorded apparitxon {52nd ceturn) of
the short-_period Comet Encke. Discovered I0 months before the perihelion
passage by Cunningham on plates taken with a 100-inch reflector. Observed
on 3, 4, and 5 S_:pt. 1953 near it Pisclum, as a 19m.9object. 4 Feb. and
5 Feb. 1954, observed by van Biesbroeck as a small 19m nebula. 22 July
and 27 July, Jones described the comet as a diffuse 19m. 7 object. Last
position given by Brouwer {Johannesburg} on 27 July.
References: I.A.U.C., 1423; Astr. Tsirk., 135, 143; Obs., 74;
B.A.A.J., 64. 3Orbit: Makower. --Astr. Tsirk., 135 and M. N., 114: 364.
Absolute magnitude from Vodop'yanova (6 estimatus).
r: 3.4, 2.3.
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